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ABSTRACT

STREAK CAMERA ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF CURRENT MODULATED DIODE LASER ARRAYS

Kathleen A. Hartnett, M.S.

Oregon Graduate Center, 1988

Supervising Professor: Richard A. Elliott

Phase-locked arrays of diode lasers emit high optical power in a spatially

coherent beam. Emission can be controlled through modulation of the drive current

enabling these phased array devices to produce short, high power optical pulses. The

combination of these characteristics makes them directly applicable to high data rate

communication systems. The temporal stability of phased arrays under pulsed opera-

tion is especially important when considering applications such as optical communica-

tion systems; however, the dynamic characteristics of these arrays are not yet well

understood.

A streak camera video frame-grab system was developed to analyze the dynamic

characteristics of the radiation emitted by current modulated diode laser arrays. The

use of a streak camera is a significant departure from the more traditional observa-

tion of the emission with a photodiode since the streak camera permits measurements

to be made on a single pulse with a time resolution of a few picoseconds. In addition,
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the streak camera provides a three-dimensional record of intensity versus space and

time which makes possible the simultaneous observation of the evolution of the inten-

sity profile for each of the individual. emitters in the array or particular spatial

features of the far field. Software needed to analyze and display the intensity data

has been developed. Using this software discrete fourier transforms and cross correla-

tions of the near-field intensity of the emitters in the array, noise spectra, and

halftone and graphical representations of the near- and far-field patterns' evolution

may be obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Monolithic phase-locked arrays of semiconductor diode lasers have excited much

recent interest because they can produce several watts of CW optical power in a spa-

tially coherent beam1. This makes these lasers potentially useful for high data rate

communication either via optical fiber or for satellite-to-satellite systems, as well as

for optical recording at high data rates, high speed printing, and many other applica-

tions. However, such phase-locked arrays tend to emit a multiple-lobed far-field radi-

ation pattern2-5, which severely limits their usefulness. A further problem with these

arrays is the strong noise spikes in the emission of the individual emitters and the

somewhat less severe fluctuations in the intensity emitted by the entire array noted

by Elliott, DeFreez, et aI6,7.

Multiple-lobed far-field patterns result when individual array elements operate

1800 out-of-phaseS,9 or, in the case of gain-guided arrays, when there is wavefront

curvature in the near-field of in-phase array elements2,6. In any case the near-field

radiation pattern must be in-phase in order to have a single lobe in the far-field.

Several different approaches have been taken in array design to promote in-phase

emitter operation and thus a single-lobed far-field pattern. These include varying the

spacinglO and the width of the emittersll-13, introducing optical loss between.

emitters14, increasing inter-stripe gain15-19, and, most recently, using Y-shaped index

guides for the array elements2o. Also, a cleaved-coupled-cavity phase-locked array
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operating in a tunable single-longitudinal mode and single-lobed far-field pattern has

been demonstrated21.

One of the primary applications of phased array lasers is in high data rate com-

munication systems. Such systems require either rapid current modulation or fast

pulse operation. In a recent review paper22 on phase locked arrays, Botez and Ackley

stated, after noting the streak camera study of the transient behavior of ten-element

gain-guided arrays cited above6,7, that "there is only a limited amount of data avail-

able on the behavior of phase-locked arrays under high-speed modulation ... and the

stability of array operation under transient conditions needs further investigation".

To date there have been only a few reports of experimental work investigating the

dynamics of phased array devices and only one of these has been concerned with

arrays exhibiting single-lobed far-field patterns23. The only other work in this area

published subsequently is that of Forrest and Abshire24 who studied the evolution of

the far-field patterns of gain-guided arrays under fast pulsed conditions using a syn-

chronous scanning technique.

The streak camera allows observation of the dynamics of the near-fields of indi-

vidual emitters in the array, of the far-fields, and also real-time single pulse measure-

ments with a time resolution of a few picoseconds26. Previously, only a pair of adja-

cent emitters were able to be viewed simultaneously preventing a single pulse global

view of the array. The addition of video frame grabbing capability to the streak

camera has made it possible to record the time evolution of the emission from all the

individual emitters simultaneously.

This thesis describes the development and use of the streak camera video

frame-grab system and the software written for statistical analysis and graphic

display. The organization of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
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development of phase-locked arrays of diode lasers. In Section 2.1, the development

of high power diode lasers is discussed. A variety of techniques for increasing the

power output of diode lasers are presented. The fundamental array types are

described in Section 2.2.

The operational characteristics of these phased array lasers is discussed in

Chapter 3. Section 3.1 gives an explanation of far-field behavior in terms of simple

diffraction theory. Coupled-mode analysis is detailed in Section 3.2.

Chapter 4 gives an overview of the transient response of diode lasers to a modu-

lated drive current. A simple physical model is presented to give a basic understand-

ing of the complex interactions taking place as the laser is modulated. A more

rigorous analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Chapter 5 outlines the experimental studies. Section 5.1 provides an overview of

the experiment. Details on the method of data acquisition are given in Section 5.2.

The process of extraction of the data from the analog video signal is described in Sec-

tion 5.3. The last few sections provide information on the software developed, by the

author, specifically to handle the data transfer and, to perform both the statistical

analysis and the graphic presentation of the intensity data. Section 5.4 deals with

data transfer and the creation of the array files used in the analysis. The statistical

analysis software is discussed in Section 5.5. Software for graphic presentation of

both the intensity data and the results is described in Section 5.6.

Results are presented in Chapter 6. The near-field optical response is given in

the first section for two of the lasers studied. In Section 6.2 a representative sam-

pIing of the discrete Fourier transform and correlation results are provided. The last

section includes the near- and far-field optical response of a Y-guide array.
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In the final chapter, Chapter 7, concluding remarks are made. Results are dis-

cussed and comparisons are made with those of previous studies. Suggestions for

further work are also given.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF PHASE-LOCKED ARRAYS OF

SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE LASERS

When semiconductor lasers first became available their applications were lim-

ited, by the existing technology, to those requiring relatively low optical power. Sem-

iconductor lasers were readily integrated into fiber-optic communication systems

where a single stable beam of 3 to 5 mW is required. The emission from semiconduc-

tor lasers is inherently easy to modulate by direct modulation of the input drive

current. This feature makes semiconductor lasers especially attractive for use in opti-

cal fiber communications and optical (digital) memories such as: audio disks, video

disks, and read-write memory (magneto-optic) where a modulated source is desired.

As process technology evolved, the potential applications for these semiconductor

lasers expanded to include: spectroscopy, optical pumping of lasers, and, line of sight

communication. As many of these applications require higher optical power than the

earlier lasers could emit (only a few mW), the direction of the research effort was

toward developing high power, single-mode semiconductor lasers that would emit a

well-defined narrow beam.

2.1 Development of High Power Diode Lasers

The limiting factor in development AIGaAs high power diode lasers is degrada-

tion of the diode's mirror facet which causes either a reduction in the performance or
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a complete failure of the device. At optical-power densities greater than 6 to 9

mW/ fJ-m2of emitting area an AIGaAs laser suffers from gradual degradation of its

facets caused by a chemical reaction initiated by the high internal power density26.

A photochemical reaction occurs at the mirror facets which causes an amorphous

oxide to form, darkening the mirror. The diode's performance degrades as the par-

tially reflecting mirror facet darkens. At even higher optical-power densities (20 to 25

mW/ fJ-m2)the normally occurring absorption process at the diode-air interface is

greatly increased and this in turn causes a thermal runaway process which heats the

mirror facet to the melting point and thus catastrophically damages the laser. There

are several techniques that may be used to increase the output-power limits stemming

from the gradual or catastrophic degradation of the diode's mirror facets--

1. increasing the area of the lasing spot (perpendicular and parallel to the p-n

junction) thus spreading the emitted light over a broader area of the facet

allowing the diode to operate at higher powers before the facet suffers from

damage. A discussion of this technique may be found in an article by

Botez26 and will not be covered here in any further detail.

2. increasing the ratio of emitted power to internal power by using

antireflection coating on the output mirror facet thus increasing the energy

output for a given internal power.

3. creating regions near the diode's mirror facets that are nonabsorbing

thereby increasing the threshold at which degradation of the facet occurs.
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2.1.1 Increasing the ratio of emitted to internal power with antireflection

coatings

The ratio of emitted power to internal power may be modified by changing the

reflectivity of the mirror facets, the cleaved surfaces of the laser diode. Higher output

powers, for a given internal power, may be obtained by reducing the reflectivity of

the output facet. An antireflection coating applied to the front mirror facet which

reduces the reflectivity from about 30 percent to less than 5 percent yields an increase

in light output roughly twice that of an uncoated device operating at the same inter-

nal lasing power. Since it is the internal power level that determines whether the

mirror facet suffers degradation, antireflection coatings provide a way to increase out-

put power without decreasing performance or causing increased failure rates due to

facet degradation. The internal power level also determines whether gain saturation

occurs with consequent transverse multimode operation. Thus, as the internal power

level increases beyond a certain point gain saturation becomes a problem.

Antireflection coatings allow higher output powers to be obtained without increasing

the internal power levels beyond this threshold. Not only is the output power double

that of an uncoated device, but single mode operation is assured at up to twice the

level previously obtained.

Antireflection coatings alone, however, do not provide the optimal solution to

obtaining higher output powers from laser diodes. With the decreased reflectivity at

the front facet more optical gain is required to reach the lasing threshold of the diode.

A high-reflectivity coating on the back facet can increase the reflectivity to 90 or 95.

percent. By combining a high-reflectivity coating on the back facet of the diode with

the antireflection coating on the front facet, higher output powers may be obtained
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without increasing the lasing threshold. The effective efficiency of the laser is also

increased because nearly all the light exits at the front facet.

2.1.2 Eliminating absorption at the mirror facets

Another technique for increasing the output power of a diode laser is to form

nonabsorbing regions adjacent to the mirror facets. By eliminating absorption at the

mirror facets the threshold at which degradation of the facet occurs is increased.

These nonabsorbing mirror regions are formed by creating areas of higher bandgap

energy adjacent to the facets than in the lasing region. This technique is more

difficult than the two previous methods discussed. Nonabsorbing mirrors are formed

by regrowth of a cap of material of higher bandgap at each end of the optical cav-

ity27 or by zinc, or some other p-type dopant, diffusion throughout while excluding

the region directly adjacent to each mirror facet28, 29. The lasing light is then

reflected at the mirrors but not absorbed in the region near them. Power outputs

have been reached that are four to five times those achieved for the same laser

without nonabsorbing mirrors.

2.1.3Current confinement considerations

As technology has evolved to permit higher output powers from diode lasers, as

discussed in the previous sections, the limiting factor in reliable performance is no

longer so much facet degradation but damage arising from the large amounts of

power being dissipated in the diode. Higher operating powers require higher drive

currents and thus more power dissipation in the laser diode. If the drive current can

be made to be more efficient then higher operating powers do not require as high a
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drive current and therefore there is less power dissipation in the device. The drive

current can be made more efficient by confining it tightly to the active layer so that

more of the injected current contributes directly to lasing. With the metalized stripe

contact, current confinement is somewhat removed from the active layer and spread-

ing occurs. For more efficient current confinement, regions of high-resistivity or

reverse-biased p-n junctions may be formed on either side of the lasing region to

prevent current from spreading beyond this area. Ways of confining current include:

1. preferential dopant diffusion-- a p-type dopant such as zinc or cadmium is

diffused through an n-type capping layer forming a narrow current path

surrounded by reverse-biased p-n junctions

2. proton implantation-- protons are implanted on either side of the desired

current path creating damaged regions of high resistivity restricting the

current flow to the desired path

3. inner-stripe confinement-- the lasing structure is grown over a channel

etched into planar material of p-type substrate restricting the current flow

with reverse-biased p-n junctions formed on either side of the channel

4. regrowth of reverse-biased p-n junctions-- for devices with a discontinuous

active layer, current flow is controlled by growing p-n junctions on either

side of the mesa that are reverse-biased when current is injected.
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2.1.4 Formation of phase-locked arrays of diode lasers as a source of even

higher power

A desire for even higher optical power from diode lasers has lead to the develop-

ment of one-dimensional arrays of mutually coupled diode lasers. Despite the tech-

niques described above which have been developed to fabricate high power diode

lasers there remain inherent limits on the level of reliable output power. To achieve

output powers in the hundreds of milliwatts, in a near diffraction-limited beam, it

becomes necessary to consider arrays of lasers rather than single element devices.

Arrays were investigated as early as 1970 when the coupling of two adjacent

stripe geometry lasers was experimentally observed3o. Several years later coupling of

adjacent diode lasers was considered theoretically31 but, it wasn't until 1978 that a

five element gain-guided array was demonstrated by Scifres et a1.32. It wasn't until

1981 that phase-locked arrays of index-guided lasers were reported33,34. These arrays

could then only operate under restrictive conditions such as low-duty-cycle pulsed

mode at room temperature33 or CW mode at 77 K34. The next advance came with

the improved capability of metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxial (MOVPE) growth to

produce quality quantum-well heterostructures. These devices have low threshold

current densities and early examples were able to operate with CW power in the hun-

dreds of milliwatt range4. It wasn't until 1982 that an array of index-guided lasers

was able to maintain CW operation reliably at room temperature35. With this array

of index-guided lasers, single longitudinal mode operation was observed. Much effort

since then has been focused on new designs for these index-guided

arraysl0, 16,18,19,23,35-42 to promote array operation in which the desired single lobed

far-field pattern is achieved.
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2.2 Fundamental Array Types

There are essentially two classes of array lasers-- gain-guided and index-guided

arrays. A gain-guided laser differs from an index-guided laser in the method of

optical-mode confinement and carrier confinement: a gain-guided laser relies solely on

the injected carrier profile for its lateral optical-mode confinement while the index-

guided laser has built-in dielectric waveguides which serve to confine the lateral opti-

cal modes. Within the index-guided array classification there are at least five

different fundamental types. Six fundamental array types are depicted schematically

in Figure 2.1. where they are listed in chronological order with the gain-guided array

being the first array to be developed.

The gain-guided array (Figure 2.1a) is one of the simplest of all the array struc-

turesj the current being confined by high-resistivity regions formed by proton implan-

tation, for example. The remaining array types shown in Figure 2.1 are all index-

guides which, by definition, are lasers with real refractive index waveguides. The

ridge-guide structure (Figure 2.1b) was one of the first index-guide arrays to be

developed34. Planar double heterostructure material is chemically etched to form the

ridge-guide structure. The variations in the cladding layer thickness are sufficient to

provide a variation in the effective index and optical mode confinementl6, 18,19,39,41.

One of the next structures to be developed was the Zn-diffused array36, 43. Zn is

diffused into planar double heterostructure material through both the p-type cladding

layer and the p-type active layer. The Zn lowers the refractive index of the material

forming a dielectric waveguide in which the nondiffused regions are the high index

regions of the lateral guide. Following the development of the Zn diffused array was

that of two array types grown on channeled substrates (Figure 2.1d,e). These struc-



(a)
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Proton implant

p - Cladding
Active layer
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p+ - Type diffusion
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n - Cladding
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Figure 2.1 Fundamental array types. Schematic representation of
phase-locked arrays with gain-guided (a), and index-guided (b-f)
structure formed by: (a) proton implantation; (b) chemical etching
of ridgetype waveguides; (c) p-type-dopant diffusion; (d) MOVPE
over channeled substrates; (e) LPE over channeled substrates; and
(f) quantum-well-structure disordering induced by n-type-dopant
diffusion. [22]

(e)

(1)
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tures exploit the properties of metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxial (MOVPE) and

liquid-phase epitaxial (LPE) crystal growth techniques. With MOVPE the channel

structure is preserved (Figure 2.1d) 1!-nda constant thickness active layer with

periodic bends results44. These bends in the active layer provide lateral optical mode

confinement46. The channel structure is not preserved with LPE growth (Figure

2.1e). For the LPE structure, a V-groove channeled substrate is used. As the n-type

cladding layer is grown the channel is filled in creating a cladding and/or active layer

of nonuniform thickness26. The most recent array design, the impurity-disordered

array, employs quantum-well-structure disordering induced by preferential n-type

dopant diffusion (Figure 2.1f). A quantum-well laser has an active layer comprised of

alternate thin layers «200 A each) of GaAs and AIGaAs. The multiple layers

comprising the quantum well become a single layer when an n-type dopant such as Si

is diffused into the structure. This new single layer composite material has a

bandgap and index of refraction intermediate between those of the original layers46.

Regions where Si was not diffused become the high-index regions of lateral dielectric

waveguides.
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3. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICSOF PHASED ARRAY LASERS

Since operation of the first phased array lasers was demonstrated there has been

a major effort to understand the physics behind their operation. Scifres et al. note in

their pioneering study41 that it is not reasonable to consider the laser array as a

series of isolated narrow stripe lasers. Individually, these narrow stripe lasers have

non-Gaussian or double lobed far-field patterns48-50 which are a result of the real

refractive index antiguiding due to the spreading of the optical modes into the sur-

rounding, unpumped regions of higher refractive index. In contrast, these surround-

ing regions are not relatively unpumped in a coupled multiple stripe (OMS) laser. In

a OMS device the individual emitters are not isolated and factors such as lateral

charge conduction and diffusion between emitters51 must be considered. Since the

OMS laser discussed by Scifres et a141. is a gain-guided array, lateral optical mode

confinement is weak and the optical mode beneath each stripe contact couples with

those of its neighbors. It has been shown both theoretically51 and experimentally52

that a significant charge density exists over 10 !..lmfrom stripe edges. For this rea-

son, Scifres et a141. suggest that the charge density between the stripes may be

significant and would thus alter the mode calculations. It follows that the charge

density under the two end emitters will differ from that of the central emitters and

will most likely be asymmetric.

This asymmetry of the outer emitters was not considered in the first analysis41
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where the observed experimental results were interpreted by modeling the array as

one of identical radiators. The individual lasers of the array were considered to be

the equally spaced slits of a transmission diffraction grating. The observed diffraction

pattern from this uniformly illuminated grating provides a point of comparison for

the observed radiation patterns of a CMS laser. This simple diffraction theory allows

interpretation of some experimental results33, 47,53 such as the double lobed far-field

pattern corresponding to out-of-phase operation, but lacks the capability of determin-

ing the allowed modes of the array.

Coupled-mode analysis provides insight into the allowed modes of the array and

was the next step in the development of the theoretical foundations of array opera-

tion. Otsuka54 was the first to apply the coupled-mode analysis to understand the

behavior of phase-locked arrays. An infinite array of emitters with an infinite aper-

ture was considered. Only two normal modes or eigenmodes of the array were found.

These were the same two modes predicted by simple diffraction theory: 0 0 and 180 0

-phase-shift. When an array of finite extent is considered with coupled-mode analysis

more eigenmodes are predicted than just the two modes corresponding to 00 and 1800

-phase-shift. Butler et al. published the first investigations of coupled-mode analysis

for an array of N emitters9. They found that for an array of N emitters, N normal

modes or array modes are allowed. For each of these array modes there is a near-field

amplitude profile that is nonuniform across the array. In previous studies47,54 the

near-field amplitudes of each emitter were assumed to be the same. The amplitude

profile will be uniform only for the case of an infinite array or a pair of emitters55.

The coupled-mode analysis developed by Butler et al. was used to understand previ-

ously published experimental results. Other groups have independently developed

coupled-mode theories8,56 and recent work seems to indicate that this formalism fits
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the observed behavior well2, 39,67.

A new development in the theory of operation of these arrays is the addition of

optical gain and loss considerations to the coupled-mode analysis. The work dis-

cussed previously pertains to arrays of mutually coupled dielectric waveguides. Since

the arrays are comprised of lasers, gain-loss spatial profiles should be incorporated

into the theory. These factors influence which array mode has the lowest lasing

threshold and is thus the preferred mode of operation of the array. This is of

significance because the desired single lobed far-field pattern corresponds to the fun-

damental mode, (in-phase). Thus, there is a preferred mode of operation and an

understanding of how to predetermine that mode of operation of the device is of great

importance.

3.1 Simple Diffraction Theory

As mentioned briefly in the overview of this chapter, simple diffraction theory as

applied to arrays can be understood by analogy with a transmission diffraction grat-

ing. An array of identical apertures of width s with period D forms the grating. The

radiation pattern produced by a plane wave transmitted through the grating is the

far-field pattern. This is proportional to the Fourier transform of the near-field inten-

sity pattern. When the array is comprised of identical elements the far-field pattern

is equivalently the product of a sampling function of period 'AID with the radiation

pattern produced by a single aperture of width s. These patterns are shown in Figure

3.1. Note that several lobes fall under the envelope defined by the radiation pattern

of a single radiator.
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Figure 3.1 Array far-field pattern from simple diffraction theory.
The near-field depicts a plane wave moving toward a periodic aperture
array. Curves (a)-(c) are used to determine the far-field pattern:
(a) sampling function for a periodic array; (b) radiation pattern of
a single aperture; (c) far-field pattern, which is formed by taking
the product of curves (a) and (b). [61]
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This is a somewhat simplified view of the situation for several reasons. An anal-

ogy with an array of apertures of width s with period D is not realistic since the opti-

cal field of each emitter spreads beyond the aperture width s and is not uniform in s.

The extent of an individual optical field is closer to the period D, for a gain-guided

array, than the aperture width s. The resulting far-field pattern includes only one or

two lobes within the envelope defined by the radiation pattern of this single, broader

radiator.

Another unrealistic simplification is that there is no provision to include the

relative phases of the individual emitters of the array or the phase-shifts within an

emitter. If the lateral modal field pattern is the same for each of the emitters and the

phase of each is shifted by <I>then the radiation intensity pattern is given by47 :

(3.1)

where 6 is the angle with respect to the normal to the facet, cos26 is an inclination

factor, E(6) is the Fourier transform of the near-field pattern for a single emitter, and

G(6) is the sampling function given by:

1 - cos [N(koDtan6 + <1»]
G(6) -- 1 - cos (koDtan6 + <1»

(3.2)

For both of these equations, D is defined as the stripe periodicity, <I>is the phase shift,

and ko = 211'/'Ao. A phase shift of zero degrees between adjacent stripes produces a

symmetric intensity pattern centered about e = O. The intensity pattern is centered

about

e = tan-1 ( -<I>/koD ) (3.3)
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for a nonzero phase-shift. For a phase shift of 4>=1Tthe sampling function, G(e) is

small in the forward direction (e = 0) with side lobes at

(3.4)

3.2 Coupled-mode Analysis

Coupled-mode analysis follows simple diffraction theory in the effort to under-

stand and describe the observed behavior of phase-locked diode laser arrays.

Coupled-mode analysis provides an explanation for the discrepancy noted between

experimentally observed far-field patterns and those expected based on simple

diffraction theory. With coupled-mode analysis it is possible to define the allowed

modes of an array of N identical emitters where it is assumed that the emitters are

weakly coupled together. The splitting of the oscillation frequency, due to the

interaction between the emitters, can be determined in terms of the coupling

strength. The development of the coupled-mode analysis that is given here is based

on the work of Butler et al. 9 , the first published work on coupled-mode analysis of

coupled stripe semiconductor lasers.

The first step in the analysis is to describe the electric field distribution or wave

function of the array. The array wave function may be expanded in terms of the

fields of the individual waveguides. These fields are coupled through changes in the

dielectric constant induced by the presence of the neighboring waveguides. Weak

coupling is assumed between the waveguides. The electric field distribution of the

array may be written as the superposition of the electric fields of the individual

emitters forming the array. Thus, for an array of N emitters the electric field distri-
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bution of the array is given by

N

'I'(x,y,z) = ~ Am(z)'I'm(x,y,zL
m=l

(3.5)

where 'l'm(x,y,z) is the electric field of an individual emitter and Am(z) is a complex

coefficient describing the amplitude and phase dependence of the emitter for the

allowed modes of the array. The individual emitter wave functions are normalized so

that <'I'ml'l'm> = 1. The wave functions 'I'm may be separated and written as58

(3.6)

where um(x) is the transverse component, vm(y) is the lateral component, and 'Y is the

propagation constant.

With the assumed field solution for the array defined, this may be substituted

into the wave equation

(3.7)

where ko is the free-space propagation constant ( ko=2-rr/A ) and K(X,y)is the com-

plex dielectric constant. A set of equations are then obtained which describe the

modes of the array. To determine which of these are the allowed modes the con-

straint of orthonormality of the modes is applied resulting in the eigenvalue equation

(3.8)

where the second-order term 02Ami oz2 is neglected because of the weak z dependence

of the amplitude coefficients Am(z). The Comare the coupling coefficients which are

determined by calculating the lateral overlap integrals with the dielectric variation
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averaged in the transverse direction58. If only nearest neighbor coupling is con-

sidered, the number of nonzero coupling coefficients is substantially reduced. The

only surviving coefficients are the cn,n:tl so the equation is reduced to a bidiagonal

matrix equation in c. If the z dependence of the amplitude coefficients Am(z) is

separated out and written explicitly as Am(z)= ame-(o"Y)zthen the eigenvalue equa-

tion may be solved to determine the eigenvalues d'Y and the eigenvectors am' These

solutions are

(3.9)

a~ = sin(m6d (3.10)

for the N allowed array modes. The Lth array mode may then be written as

N

"'dx,y,z) = ~ sin(m6dum(x)vm(y)e-(-yH"YLZ).
m=l

(3.11)

The individual emitter field functions are now weighted by the envelope function

determined by the eigenvalue equation of the array which considered the effect of the

interaction of the neighboring elements. Figure 3.2 shows the possible normalized

amplitudes of the individual emitters in a ten element array for each of the allowed

modes of operation from L=1 to L=10. The L=1 mode is the in-phase mode or 00

phase shift mode, and the L=10 mode is the out-of-phase mode or 1800 phase shift

mode. In addition to these two modes, there are eight other modes that are predicted

by the coupled-mode analysis. The envelope function which determines the individual

amplitudes for an array operating in the L th array mode is sin [L1TYj(N +1)8]
where 8 is the distance between emitters and the origin is located to the left of the
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first emitter at a distance S from it. It is interesting to note that it is the coupling

between the individual elements of the array that causes the amplitudes of each of

the emitters to differ.

The possible far-field patterns for an array of N emitters are determined by

summing the contributions to the field, preserving the phase variation, from each of

the individual emitters as was done in simple diffraction theory9. The far-field inten-

sity distribution is56

(3.12)

~., where e is defined as the angle with respect to the normal to the facet, E(e) is the

far-field distribution for an individual emitter and I(e), the grating function, is a

function characterizing the array and describing the effect of coupling of adjacent

emitters in the array. The array-grating function in the coupled-mode analysis for

the array mode L is given by9

~N(u+ed/21 ~N(u-ed/21

]

2

I(e) == Idu) <X I - (_1)L
sin[(u+ed/2] sin[(u-ed/2 ]

(3.13)

where u=koSsine. Figure 3.3 shows the possible lateral far-fields of a ten-element

array for each of the allowed modes of operation from L=l to L=10. As antici-

pated, the patterns for the L=1 and L=10 modes closely match those predicted by

the simple diffraction theory. Simple diffraction theory cannot, however, predict the

other allowed modes.

In addition, the coupled-mode equations make possible the determination of the

splitting of the oscillation frequency of the individual emitters in the array as a func-
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tion of the coupling strength. There is a splitting about the center frequency of the

individual lasers due to the interaction between the emitters. If the coupling strength

is c then this splitting is given by9

(3.14)

where Ao is the wavelength of the uncoupled emitters and ne is the average effective

index of an individual emitter. The largest splitting occurs between the L=l and

L=10 modes since the L=l mode corresponds to the lowest lasing energy and the

.,'"

L=1O mode to the highest. For this case, (cosE>1- cosE>lO) = 2; assuming a coupling

coefficient of c = 10-3 and Ao = 0.83JLm , the splitting is on the order of 1.3A .

This splitting is much smaller between either the first two or last two modes; for a

ten stripe array the splitting is about 6% of the maximum value for the array which

is <O.lA 9. If the number of emitters in the array is increased this splitting is

decreased; a forty-stripe array, for example, could have a frequency splitting as small

as 10-3A. With a splitting so small it could be possible to have two modes operat-

ing degenerately. If the natural linewidth of an individual laser is broader than this

splitting then there will be only one mode operating. Butler et a19. state that it is

possible for a number of array modes to mix coherently, to form composite modes

which are the sum of the individual array modes (with relative phases preserved), if

there is some nonlinearity between the emitters. Referring back to Figure 3.3, note

that the position of the far-field lobes is shifted for sequential array modes. Thus, if

two modes are operating simultaneously, the resulting far-field lobes will be

significantly broader. The existence of these composite modes may explain why most

phase-locked arrays35,36,47,69 have far-field lobe widths that are two to three times

the diffraction limit.
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4. DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE LASERS

The transient response of diode lasers to a modulated drive current will be con-

sidered in this chapter. Diode lasers, and in particular phase-locked arrays, are

potentially useful for high data rate communication either via optical fiber or in

i;,"
satellite-to-satellite systems, as well as for optical recording at high data rates, high

speed printing, and many other applications. Semiconductor lasers respond quickly

and efficiently to changes in the drive current. For a laser below threshold, the light

output (spontaneous emission) depends only on the injected carrier concentration.

The output intensity responds to a current step with a time constant determined

largely by the carrier recombination time. In contrast, for a laser running at or above

threshold, the optical response to a current step involves interaction of the photon

population in the cavity and the fraction of injected carriers in excess of the equili-

brium concentration. Thus, in order to examine the transient and the modulation

responses of semiconductor lasers both the carrier and photon populations must be

considered.

To model the physical response to changes in the drive current the concentration

of injected carriers and the change in the photon population need to be examined. As

the current is increased the injected carrier concentration increases, initially. The

increase in the carrier concentration stimulates the local rate of light emission. Light

emission may be in two forms, emission into the resonator and emission of light
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through the mirror facets however, the output of light through the facets depends on

the size of the photon population in the resonator. Thus, the rise in the photon

population lags behind the increased generation rate of photons. This delay is small

but is not insignificant. Thus, the response to a change in the drive current has at

first two distinct steps -- first, an increase in the injected carriers and second, an

increase in the photon population.

The interaction between the populations of both injected carriers and photons,

and the delay due to the accumulation time of the photon population leads to oscilla-

tion. The system tends to oscillate between the electron and photon populations with

a natural resonance frequency normally on the order of 1 GHz. The optical resonator

provides little damping since its Q is large when the laser is driven above threshold.

The spontaneous recombination time of the carriers provides the only significant

source of damping with a decay time close to 5 ns80. So, the resonant behavior, or

relaxation oscillation, is observed as a transient oscillation in response to laser switch-

ing on.

4.1 A Physical Model of the Transient Response

A more detailed description of the response is given here by considering as input

a step function of current which delivers current beyond the threshold level. When

the step function of current is applied there is a delay in the optical response as the

population of the injected carriers builds. The injected carrier population must

increase to slightly beyond the threshold level before any lasing emission may be

observed. Several factors determine the length of this delay: the carrier recombina-

tion time, the amount of current overdrive in the step function and the characteristics

of the previous current pulse. What is meant by current overdrive is the extent
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beyond threshold that the laser is driven from pulse to pulse.

Figure 4.1 shows the time dependence of the photon population density and the

injected carrier concentration during the switch-on period of a semiconductor laser.

As the carrier concentration increases beyond its threshold value, switch-on begins

and emission increases nearly exponentially from the low level of spontaneous emis-

sion to its maximum value. The carrier concentration reaches its maximum at the

end of the switch-on period. The duration of this period is dependent on the photon

lifetime in the resonator, the injected carrier recombination time and the extent of

overdrive in the current pulse. During this switch-on period the injected carrier con-

centration increases substantially beyond its equilibrium value which in turn causes

the photon population to increase beyond its equilibrium value toward the end of the

initial phase of switch-on. The transient oscillations mentioned earlier are also

excited during this time.

After switch-on the laser emission spectrum evolves in time as shown in Figure

4.1. The temporal behavior of the spectrum, however, is not directly correlated to

the transient behavior of the total emitted intensity. Initially, the lasers spontaneous

emission has a broad spectrum with a bandwidth of several hundred angstroms60

which is composed of a large number of modes. As the emission becomes predom-

inantly stimulated emission the modes adjacent to the mode that will eventually

dominate increase temporarily. At the beginning of the switch-on they increase but

more slowly than the main mode. The general trend is to narrow the overall

linewidth. The linewidth continues to narrow even as the emission undergoes tran-

sient oscillation. These satellite modes oscillate as well but their oscillations tend to

decrease in amplitude with respect to those of the main mode. It may take up to 20

ns26 before the mode spectrum of the laser settles into a single mode form.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The previous chapters have presented information on the development of array

lasers, discussed the theory of operation and the dynamic response of the arrays

under pulsed operation. This chapter describes the experimental studies conducted.

Section 5.1 gives an overview of the experiment. Section 5.2 provides details on the

method of data extraction from the recorded video signal. Section 5.4 discusses the

data transfer process and the creation of array files. The fifth section, 5.5, includes a

discussion of the statistical software. Section 5.6, the final section, gives a brief

description of the software developed for graphic display of the intensity information

and of the corresponding results derived from it.

5.1 Overview of the Experiment

The design of this experiment evolved from that originated by DeFreez and

Elliott6,7 in the first streak-camera measurements of the fast pulse response of phase-

locked, multiple quantum well diode laser arrays. The use of a streak-camera is a

significant departure from the more traditional approach of observation of the emis-

sion with a photodiode. The streak camera allows real-time single pulse measure-

ments with a time resolution of a few picoseconds25 making temporal studies of

rapidly evolving events such as phase-locking possible. In addition, streak camera

analysis makes possible the simultaneous observation of the evolution of the intensity
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profile for each of the individual emitters in the array. This feature of the streak

camera system is essential for the studies of the noise properties of the emission in

the near-field.

It is possible to obtain intensity profiles for individual pulses and integration of

a sequence of these gives the optical response averaged over a number of pulses. Sta-

tistical analysis may be done on these intensity profiles providing information on the

transient response of the array. In the earlier work by Defreez and Elliott simultane-

ous observation of at most two portions of the radiation pattern were possible since

the temporal analyzer of the Hamamatsu C979 streak camera used in their experi-

ment allows for the definition of either one or two spatial windows. Video frame

grabbing capability was added to the streak camera system thereby making full use

of the intensity information available on each of the individual emitters in the array.

The streak camera video frame-grab system used to measure the time evolution

of the light intensity from the array is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The current pulser

and the streak camera were triggered synchronously by a video frame pulse extracted

from the free-running video output of the vidicon by the sync-stripper (Colorado

Video model 302-2). This method of triggering ensures that the output from the

streak camera coincides with the beginning of a video frame. Consistent positioning

of the streak trace at the beginning of a video frame is essential for any type of tem-

poral analysis.

Intensity profiles were recorded in frames separated by Is time intervals and

retained with a video cassette recorder (Panasonic VCR model AG-6200). These

stored streak traces could then be digitized with a video frame grabber (Robot model

650). The digitized images were accessed by software developed by Robert Carey of

Sunset Labs, Inc. for our Apple lIe computer which reduced the data from a 256 by
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the streak camera video frame-grab system.
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256 array of intensity data to an 256 by N array where N represents the number of

windows defined to partition the data. For near-field measurements on ten stripe

devices ten windows would be defined, each window enclosing the intensity profile for

an emitter. These windows were all of equal width to ensure that the same amount

of background would be present in each of the individual intensity profiles.

Software on the Apple lIe determined an average intensity for each window for

each of the 256 time channels. This average intensity data was written to files on

floppy disks. Typically images were processed in this manner for twenty frames

recorded under a given set of conditions. The average intensity data stored on the

floppy disks was transferred electronically to a MicroVAX computer for in-depth

analysis of the near-field time evolution. Statistical analysis could then be done on

these twenty individual frames and on their average intensity profile in an environ-

ment much more suited to the extensive computation and file manipulation involved

in the analysis.

5.2 Details of the Method of Data Acquisition

Before any measurements of the time evolution of the light intensity can be

obtained several characteristics of the laser must be determined. Typically the pack-

aging of the laser was not designed for high frequency current modulation and it

needs to be modified. Usually, this is accomplished by removing the thin (25 f-lm

diameter) gold contact wires and replacing them with a broad (100 f-lm wide) gold

strap. This modification reduces the high frequency inductive loading that would pre-

elude a fast risetime current pulse. Current has to be injected into the laser array

with a device that has a fast enough response time so that the rise time and shape of
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the current pulse is as close as possible to that of a square wave. The theoretical stu-

dies on the dynamics of semiconductor lasers consider a square wave pulse as the

form of the injected current profile6o. To get a smooth, clean square pulse shape it is

necessary that the impedance of the probe and laser match that of the current pulser

(50 n). Most of the laser arrays examined in this study had a resistance between 13

and 17 n as measured with a curve tracer. A curve tracer is used so that the voltage

through the laser can be limited to 2 volts in this case. Once the resistance of the

laser diode is determined an impedence matched current source may be constructed.

A semi-rigid SMA cable provides the hot lead of the current source while a carbon

resistor of the appropriate value (between 37 and 33 n) soldered to the outer conduc-

tor of the SMA cable provides the path to ground. All leads are kept as short as pos-

sible to minimize inductive effects. With the proper current source in place the lasing

threshold of the array may then be determined. The waveform of the current pulse

driving the laser may then be checked to see that it closely approximates a square

wave.

Current is injected into the laser via a pressure contact between these two leads

of the current source and the gold foil covered pads on either side of the mounted

laser. Both the shape and the amplitude of the current pulse need to be monitored.

Current through the laser diode is monitored on a Tektronix 7104 oscilloscope by

placing a high frequency (1.5 or 3.0 GHz.) oscilloscope probe across the resistor. The

high frequency probe is necessary as the pulse width is 50 ns with a short rise time.

The current pulser, an Avtech AVO-2-C, also provides a monitor pulse which is a

scaled version of the output current pulse driving the laser. This monitor pulse serves

as a trigger for the oscilloscope as well as a measure for comparison of the shape of

the pulse through the laser. The initial response to the current pulse is especially
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interesting, making the most critical portion of the current pulse the first few ns.

Once it has been determined that clean square wave current pulses can be

injected into the laser the lasing threshold must be determined. This can be accom-

plished in two ways: one, observe the structure that develops in the far-field pattern

as the emission becomes coherent or two, measure the light output (L) as a function

of current (I) and identify the threshold from the L-I curve. As the current to the

laser is increased the far-field pattern, as viewed with an ir viewer (FJW Industries)

on a paper screen, makes a transition from being just a diffuse glow (spontaneous

emission) to a three lobed pattern (lasing). The current value at which this structure
~;.: .'
..,

evolves marks the current threshold. The second method requires the use of a pho-

tometer. A line extrapolated from the linear region of the LI curve gives the current

threshold.

. With this preliminary work completed the laser and current probe can be

integrated into the system. For the near-field studies the image of the output array

facet is imaged on the object plane of the streak camera's optics with a microscope

objective (20X, 0.4 NA).

As mentioned in the previous section, the streak camera and current pulser were

triggered synchronously by a video frame pulse extracted from the free-running video

output of the vidicon by the sync-stripper. The vidicon puts out a frame pulse every

sixtieth of a second. This frequency is higher than desired since it would not permit

sufficient time for the streaked image on the phosphor screen to decay to the back-

ground level between pulses. To decrease the frequency a Tektronix DD501 digital

delay unit was set to generate a pulse after receiving 60 such frame pulses thus giving

the triggering signal a frequency of 1 Hz. The output of the DD501 is insufficient to

trigger either the pulser or the streak camera so a pair of Tektronix PG502 pulse
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generators were used to create a signal with the right characteristics for each of the

triggering circuits. A variable delay was needed for the streak camera trigger so the

output of the PG502 was input to a Systron Donner pulse generator with a variable

delay on the output pulse. This delay could be adjusted while viewing the streaked

trace on a monitor allowing the trace to be positioned in time such that the beginning

of the trace occurred near the top of the video frame. The ability to finely adjust the

triggering delay during the course of a data run is essential as there is some drift with

time.

Jitter present in the triggering electronics is minimal in absolute terms but when
.......

the time frame of the experiment is considered it becomes more of a problem. An

extremely sensitive touch in adjusting the various triggering levels minimizes the

problem but does not eliminate it. Triggering instabilities must be compensated for

in software which will be discussed in the next section.

Final alignment of the laser and optical system can now be done. Alignment is

critical: the laser and microscope objective must be at the same height as the center

of the streak camera's input optics to avoid any off axis distortion. The image is

roughly focused on the streak camera by adjusting the position of the microscope

objective (mounted on a 3D translation stage) while viewing the image with an ir

viewer. Final focusing is completed while operating the streak camera in focus mode.

In this mode the image is not streaked and it is possible to obtain the spatial varia-

tion of intensity across the array: Figure 5.2 is an example of this for the SDL laser

C500. When the image is fully focused it appears as a horizontal array of bright

spots each one corresponding to the emission of an individual emitter in the array.

As the image is slightly defocused the spots should broaden and decrease in intensity

symmetrically across the array indicating that the output facet of the array is parallel



Figure 5.2 Spatial variation of the intensity across the array.
(SDL laser 0500)
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to the input plane of the streak camera. It is also important that the image of the

array facet be horizontal since vertical displacement corresponds to time and cross

correlations among the emitters would be of little value if the image were skewed. At

this point it is possible to determine whether all emitters are functioning and whether

or not there is an even intensity distribution across the array. For the gain guided

arrays studied it was found that the central emitters in the array were more intense

than the outer emitters, especially the end emitters. In some cases these end emitters

were only faintly visible.

The streak camera can be switched to operate mode after the laser and optics

~.'
have been aligned and focused. While viewing the television monitor the triggering

delay for the streak camera trigger can be adjusted so that the streak trace is ini-

tiated at the beginning of a video frame and hence is visible on the monitor. The

optical density of the neutral density filters placed at the input of the streak camera

can be adjusted in combination with the gain adjustments of the camera to optimize

the video signal. The signal to noise ratio is best using low to mid-range gain on the

streak camera. It is desired to obtain data with a good dynamic range where the sig-

nal is maximized but not saturated; saturation of the signal causes information to be

lost.

There are effectively three components of the system which have contrast and

brightness adjustments, each of them independently causing the image viewed on the

television monitor to be altered. The television monitor and frame grabber have con-

trast and brightness controls. The streak camera's output signal can be modified by

changing the neutral density filters and by adjusting the gain setting; this is

effectively changing the contrast and brightness of the signal. With all of these

independent opportunities to modify the video signal before it is observed on the
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monitor, it is imperative that there be some means to know the nature of the signal

the streak camera is receiving.

An investigation was made to understand how the various components of the

system biased the video signal. A grey scale generated by the frame grabber,

independent of the settings of the contrast and brightness controls, was used as a

video signal. This grey scale was recorded with the VCR in the same way that data

is normally acquired. Several frames of the grey scale were frame grabbed (while

varying the contrast and brightness settings of the frame grabber) with windows posi-

tioned within each shade of the scale to determine what affect these settings have on

the dynamic range of the video signal. It was found that there was a significant

difference in the range of the digitized average intensity profiles for the various frame

grabber settings. It was found to be insufficient to determine non-biasing settings of

contrast and brightness at which to record the data because much of the time the

data would be saturated.

By looking at the taped image of the grey scale with an oscilloscope it was possi-

ble to determine what the black and white shades of the grey scale correspond to in

absolute terms; in voltages. Knowing these upper and lower limits of the grey scale,

individual frames could be analyzed, in real time, to see that the video signal falls

within the accepted range of the grey scale from black to white. It is imperative that

this signal has the maximum dynamic range possible without saturation. By placing

the oscilloscope in line after the streak camera the intensity of the video signal

incident on the streak camera can be checked to see that it is not saturating the cam-

era. After the data has been recorded, the oscilloscope is placed in line after the

frame grabber so that the contrast and brightness settings may be adjusted to optim-

ize the signal being digitized.
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5.3 Extraction of Data from Analog Video Signal

The process of extracting the data from the VCR tape begins by playing back

the tape and observing the pulse to pulse behavior of the laser array under varying

pump current levels and at different positions in the 50 ns pulse. At this point in the

experiment, it has not yet been viewed since the tape is made with the monitor

turned off to prevent the light it emits from entering the streak camera. The VCR

used in the experiment has the capability of stepping through the tape a frame at a

time. Two fields comprise a frame. One of the fields will be significantly brighter

than the other since the image on the phosphor screen of the streak camera decays

with time. Thus, alternate fields will be of the same relative intensity level. The

data is extracted by stepping through the tape and selecting alternate fields to be

digitized. When a field has been selected the image is frame grabbed, or digitized.

This digitized image is accessed by the Apple lIe software which can then do some

preliminary data analysis.

Primarily this analysis consists of data reduction. Rather than work with a 256

by 256 array of pixels, the array is reduced to an N by 256 array where N may

denote, for example, the number of emitters in the array. This is accomplished by

defining windows around each of the emitters in the array and then determining the

average intensity across each window for each of the 256 channels or rows of pixels

(each row of pixels represents a time interval of 22 ps). The windows are all set to

the same width so that there are no problems with varying amounts of background

signal being incorporated into these average values. The windows are drawn such

that the right edge of one window forms the left edge of the next. These window

positions remain constant throughout an entire data set with a particular laser. The
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N by 256 array of average intensity values is written to N files on floppy disks for

each of the fields in the data set. Typically twenty fields are processed for each data

set to insure a representative sample of the transient response under those particular

conditions, and to allow a reasonable average response to be determined. This aver-

age response is computed numerically by a straight summation of the intensity

profiles comprising the data set. An average response allows one to determine if any

of the behavior observed in the individual intensity profiles is random and then, if

there are subtle effects being obscured by this random noise.

To achieve a meaningful average response for a temporal event such as the tran-
.:.',~

sient response of the array under pulsed operation it is necessary that all of the streak

traces in the data set begin at precisely the same position in time with respect to the

current pulse. The resolution of the streak camera operated in the slowest sweep

speed is 22 psjchannel. A shift of even a couple of channels from pulse to pulse is

intolerable, meaning that the electronics must be stable to within a few tens of

picoseconds. This requires that there be essentially no jitter in the triggering elec-

tronics. With the equipment being used this requirement could not be satisfied. It

was possible to minimize the drift in the position of the streak traces with respect to

the current pulse by optimizing the adjustment of the triggering levels and output

pulse shapes of the pulse generators. The remaining drift was compensated for with

software.

To adjust for the triggering instability in software one requires as input a record

of when the laser turns on for each trace. An analysis of several intensity files

revealed that numerically determining when the laser turns on is quite difficult if the

data is not digitized under optimallev~ls of contrast and brightness (ensuring a signal

range from black to white). Under these optimal conditions the background level is
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zero and the number of zeros in the file corresponds to the number obtained by count-

ing the scan lines on the monitor before the laser turns on. In this case it would be

straight forward to determine numerically when the laser turns on. If, for whatever

reason, there is some bias in the video signal then this background level is no longer

zero. In this situation it is much more difficult to determine when the signal rises

above this background level. How steep a slope is required in the signal data before

the laser is considered on? How long should this rise in intensity persist before it is

considered lasing emission as opposed to noise? These problems are avoided by a

visual determination of when the laser turns on. While viewing the intensity profile
.:;":.'", on the monitor one can observe when the laser turns on and count the number of scan

lines between the top of the video frame and the point at which the laser emission is

observed to begin. The monitor used gives an under-scanned view of the video frame

which ensures that the first observed scan line is in fact the first scan line of the

frame. A record is made of this triggering delay information for each of the fields as

they are being digitized. Once a data set has been extracted from the tape, a trigger-

iog delay file made and, average intensities determined and written to files on floppy

disks then these files can be transferred electronically to the MicroVAX for in-depth

analysis.

5.4 Data Transfer and Creation of Array Files

The data transfer process involves reading the individual emitter reduced inten-

sity files (average intensity across the window) from floppy disks on the Apple lIe and

transmitting this data to the MicroVAX where the triggering compensation software

determines the maximum length of the array files to be prepared for a given data set.

Part of the rationale for forming these array files is to limit the number of files that
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need to be accessed each time a calculation is made. For a typical data set of twenty

files, two hundred files representing the intensity profiles of the individual emitters

must be transferred. Formation of array files permits a reduction in the number of

these files to twenty. Another reason for creating array files is that it allows the

intensity data for a given field to be normalized to one. This normalization is essen-

tial for the graphics software which will be discussed in a later section.

The data transfer process begins on the Micro VAX with the program

"max.trig.f". This program reads the triggering data file and creates an output file in

which the maximum triggering delay is the first element followed by the delay values
.;....,~

for each of the intensity profiles in the data set. When the array files are formed this

output triggering file is accessed to determine the starting point of the intensity

profile array and its length.

Next the connection to the Micro V AX is established using a modem plugged

into the Super Serial card of the Apple lIe, and the data transfer program run (see

Appendix A for a listing of the code). Essentially, the program toggles the Apple

between two states: terminal emulation mode and data communication mode. In

terminal emulation mode the Apple reads the data files on the floppy disks. Then, in

data communication mode commands may be executed on the Micro V AX such as edi-

tor commands which allow a file on the Micro V AX to be opened and data appended

to it. The data is then ported to the Micro VAX through the, now transparent, Super

Serial card and modem connection to the opened file. Once all of the intensity data

files for a given field have been transferred a shell script, "datin.shell", is executed on

the Micro V AX which calls the program that forms the array file, "mkarray. wnd. trg.r"

(see Appendix B), and then removes the individual intensity files that were used to

form the array. Control returns to the Apple in terminal emulation mode where it
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begins to read and transfer the next field's data files. The data transfer program was

designed to make the process essentially automated since it takes a few hours to

transfer the two hundred files comprising a data set even with software control of the

transfer.

5.5 Statistical Analysis Software on the Micro VAX

Visually, the streak traces observed on the monitor give a qualitative view of

the fast pulse response and thus are invaluable in providing insight into the processes

responsible for such behavior. With the video frame grabbing capability of this sys-

tern it is now possible to make some quantitative observations of the transient

response. The statistical analysis software was designed with the goal of understand-

ing the physics of the transient response of the phased array diode laser. To this end,

the analysis performed includes:

o discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) for each emitter of the array for each field

in the data set

o auto- and cross-correlations among the individual emitters in the array for

each field in the data set

o averages of both the discrete Fourier transform and correlation results for the

data set

o the average intensity profile for the data set

o both Fourier transforms and correlations on this average intensity profile
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o the intensity profile of the array as a whole for each field in the data set

o the average response from each emitter for each field in the data set

5.5.1 The discrete Fourier transform

Knowing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the sequence of intensity

values for each of the emitters in the array may allow association of a physical pro-

cess with an observed frequency. For example, lasing wavelength splitting caused by

multiple transverse mode operation is expected and should appear as beating in the
;......

time domain. Analyzing different portions of the 50 ns pulse provides further infor-

mation about what process may be responsible for a given spike in the DFT spec-

trum. Relaxation oscillations, for example, would only be present in the initial por-

tions of the pulse. Multiple frequencies may be present in the DFT spectrum at the

beginning of the pulse but as time goes on and the response is stabilizing, it is reason-

able to expect fewer frequencies in the spectrum and possibly different ones than

those observed for the beginning of the pulse. Comparisons between data taken

under similar conditions with different lasers will help to confirm any possible assign-

ments of physical process to observed frequency.

5.5.2 The auto- and cross-correlation

The calculation of the auto- and cross-correlations provides information about

the strength of coupling, or interaction, among the individual emitters in the array

and on the competition between the array modes. An array operating in phase

should show strong correlation among the individual elements. Any phase shifts

observed in the position of the peaks of the correlation profile would certainly be of
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interest. This change in the cross correlation with time reflects a shift in the relative

phases of the two emitters and yields information on the stability of phase locking. A

correlation profile that appears to be a combination of two or more separate units

would indicate that portions of the array were operating independently and that in

phase operation of the entire array was not possible. Physically, this type of behavior

could be explained by increased spacing among several of the emitters or other non-

uniformities or defects in the emitters themselves.

5.5.3 The algorithms

....-
A brief description of the algorithms for the discrete Fourier transform and

correlation calculations is given below. These calculations are performed within sub-

routines of the main data analysis program, "statc.crl.trg.F". A complete listing of

the code for "statc.crl.trg.F" may be found in Appendix C.

Discrete Fourier transform. The finite discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a

sequence of N complex numbers Zj' j = O,1,...,N-1 is defined by:

1 N-l

[

2'k

]
zk = "VN ,L zjXexp -i '11'N

J

N J=O

for k = O,l,...,N-l. The transform is periodic with period N hence, zk = zk:tN and

(5.1)

specifically, z_k = zN-k' If the original sequence is expressed as a complex number

with real and imaginary components zj=xj+iYj then the transform zk = ak + ibk

may be written in terms of sines and cosines as:

(5.2a)

(5.2b)
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When the original sequence is real, Zj = Xj' then:

(5.3)

The DFT of a real sequence is a Hermitian sequence with the properties: aN-k = ak ,

;":,'
,~ bN-k = -bk, bo = 0, and if N is even, b1!.= 0

2

The DFT subroutine calculates the discrete Fourier transform of each column in

the intensity data array. This corresponds to a DFT in the time domain since the

columns contain intensity information as a function of time for a single emitter. The

data in the two dimensional array is read a column at a time into a real one dimen-

sional array required by the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) library routine

"c06eaf" which computes the result. Each of the individual columns of intensity data

is a real sequence and consequently the resulting DFT is a Hermitian sequence. The

modulus of the resulting DFT is the quantity of interest. These results are normal-

ized before being written to a file.

Correlation. The correlation of two vectors x and y is defined by:

N-l
wk = ~ XjYk+j where x and yare real with period N. When x and yare the same,

j=O

the auto-correlation is formed.

The correlation subroutine calculates the correlation of the intensity data from

each of the emitters with that of the central emitter, emitter number five. Before the
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correlations are computed, the mean of each of the columns of data in the intensity

array is determined and subtracted off from each data value in the respective column.

The data in the two dimensional array is read two columns at a time into the one

dimensional arrays that the NAG library routine c06ekf requires. The correlation

must be normalized so that the relative intensities of the two emitters involved is not

a factor in the magnitude of the correlation. The normalization of wk is done as fol-

lows:

, -
Wk- (5.4)

where x and yare real with period N. With this compensation for the varying inten-

sity levels of the emitters completed, the result array must be normalized again so

that a graphic display of the results is possible. The correlation values lie between

negative one and one so if one is added to each value the range shifts to lie between

zero and two. Now these values can easily be normalized to one to make possible the

graphic display of the correlation results for all of the emitters simultaneously.

5.6 Graphic Display

Much information may be gained through graphic presentation of the intensity

data and corresponding results. Initially, the intensity profiles, (depicting the average

intensity across each of the windows defining the emitters), for the data set would be

plotted. A menu driven graphics program, "gr", was developed for the MicroVAX by

Paul Turner, at OGO, which allowed these intensity profiles to be plotted with a

laser printer. Because of the similarity of the plot parameters and the menu driven
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operation of "gr", controlling software was developed to expedite the process. A simi-

lar approach was taken with regard to the graphic display of the DFT and correlation

results. As an example, the controlling programs for these result files may be found

in Appendix D. Several other result files were handled in a similar manner including,

the plots of the average intensity of the individual frames.

The ability to generate halftone prints of individual frames of data was added to

the graphic analysis. Robert Carey developed the machine language programs on the

Apple lIe that access the frame-grabber memory to produce the 256 by 256 array

representing the image. Richard DeFreez and David Bossert then developed the

necessary software to generate a halftone image from the 256 by 256 array produced

by the Apple lIe.

With this increased capability it became possible to consider working with the

full intensity image rather than the intensity profiles. There are limitations on this

however, as the amount of data to be transferred to the MicroVAX and to be pro-

cessed is increased significantly. A three-dimensional (3-D) plot of the intensity sur-

face would be a useful and informative means to view the intensity data. A UNIX

graphics program "plot3d" was obtained and ported to our MicroVAX by Mark

Foster of the aGC Computer Science and Engineering Department. The required

software was written to put the intensity data in the form required by "plot3d".
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6. RESULTS

The previous chapter presented a detailed discussion of the experimental studies

conducted. This chapter contains a representative sample of the results of those stu-

dies. Section 6.1 gives the near-field optical response. The discrete Fourier transform

and correlation results of the near-field data are presented in Section 6.2. In Section

6.3, both the near- and far-field optical response of a Y-guide array is given.

6.1 Near-field Optical Response

The near-field optical response of several different gain-guided diode laser arrays

was observed and recorded as described in the previous chapter. Streak camera data

was taken for pulsed injection currents of both 1.51t,h and 2.01t,h (from zero bias

current). For one of the laser arrays, the near-field optical response was observed and

recorded for three different temporal positions within the duration of the pulse-- the

beginning, middle, and end of the current pulse. For each of the temporal positions

within the pulse, the variation in the optical response from pulse to pulse is

significant. A representative sampling of the intensity profiles is included in this sec-

tion to give an impression of the range of the variation in the optical response from a

particular laser under fixed conditions.

Two of the lasers studied will be examined here. The first of the laser arrays

was fabricated by Xerox from double heterostructure material with a multiple
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quantum well active layer. The second laser array was fabricated by Spectra Diode

Labs. Intensity information on these lasers is grouped according to the particular

laser array. Differences in the pulse to pulse response may thus be readily examined.

6.1.1 Xerox laser 3-0-2

Intensity information presented on this laser includes data taken with pulsed

current levels of 1.5~h from zero bias current. Figure 6.1 is a halftone reproduction

of the near-field intensity versus time of the ten emitter gain guided array for two

different current pulses. The frame on the left corresponds to the fifth pulse in the

set and the frame on the right to the fifteenth. The total time represented in each of

these frames is 5.5 ns. The time scale for these halftones begins with zero at the top

and increases to 5.5 ns. at the bottom of the frame. Lasing begins in the upper

region of the frame and as time progresses the light output is streaked downward

across the frame. The lasing emission is definitely nonuniform both spatially, across

the emitters, and temporally, throughout the duration of this portion of the current

pulse.

Considering the spatial variation first, there are obvious differences in the inten-

sity between the central and outer emitters. If the leftmost emitter is the first

emitter, then the tenth emitter is nearly unrecognizable. The streak trace of the

tenth emitter is only visible after the others are already established, and even then is

very faint. Weakly lasing outer emitters is typical behavior for all of the gain-guided

laser arrays studied.

Of all the arrays examined, this laser gave the strongest indications of phase-

locking as it is apparent from looking at the halftones of Figure 6.1 that the optical
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.1 Time evolution of the near-field pattern for Xerox laser 3-0-2 01
t,:)

at 1.5Ith (beginning of pulse). Halftone (a) represents frame 5, (b) frame 15.
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intensity between the emitters is significant. This appears as narrow stripes in

between each of the stripes representing the output of the emitters. The intensity

between the stripes defined by the emitters is correlated in time in the same way as

that of the emitters. That is, the spiking observed occurs at the same temporal posi-

tions as for the emitters. It is significant that this spiking is observed. Initially

several sharp spikes are observed; these correspond to the relaxation oscillation peaks.

Beyond this point in time spiking behavior persists but the spikes are less well defined

and there seems to be an overall background level developing such that the intensity

observed between the spikes is non-zero.

This phenomena may be seen more clearly in Figure 6.2 which is an intensity

profile of the array for the fifth frame. This data is obtained by forming an average

intensity across a window defining the emitter for each of the ten emitters in the

array, as discussed in the previous chapter. In this graph the temporal axis is given

in units of pixel number; each pixel represents 22 ps. The well correlated relaxation

oscillations may be identified as well as the increased "background" level of emission

with the more rapid, less pronounced spikes.

Figure 6.3 gives the average intensity of frame five. It is apparent from this

figure that the emission of the array as a whole is not stabilized in the first 5.5 ns of a

current pulse. Four well defined relaxation .oscillation peaks may be noted. Follow-

ing these oscillations, the overall emission of the array averages out at about 75 % of

the maximum output of one of the relaxation oscillation peaks.

The next figure, Figure 6.4, is an expanded view of the intensity profile for two

adjacent emitters, emitters four and five. This figure demonstrates the near exact

correlation between adjacent emitters. Even fine structure on some of the spikes has

its counterpart on the adjacent emitters intensity profile. Although the spiking is
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Figure 6.2 Intensity versus time profile for frame 5.
(one pixel equals 22 ps.)
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directly correlated across the emitters within a given frame, nearly all of the spiking

beyond the relaxation oscillation peaks averages out when multiple frames in a data

set are averaged. Figure 6.5 is the average intensity profile of the array in which

twenty frames were averaged. Three relaxation oscillation peaks are visible. The

relative flatness of the remaining portion of the intensity profile suggests that the

rapid spiking noted in the previous figures is randomly phased.

6.1.2 Spectra Diode Labs laser SDLC500

Intensity information presented on this laser includes data taken with pulsed

current levels of both 1.5Ith and 2.OIth (from zero bias current). At 1.5Ith the begin-

ning and end of the pulse was studied. At 2.0~h the beginning, middle and end of the

pulse was examined. The results of the studies at a current level of 1.5~h were incon-

elusive with regard to correlations among the emitters since the array was not lasing

strongly at this level. Only the central emitters were clearly visible with the outer

emitters only faintly discernible. Figure 6.6 shows two halftones depicting the begin-

ning (left) and the end (right) of the near-field optical response to a current pulse at

1.5~h' It is evident that the laser does not come on strongly. There is a variation in

the delay time of the elements of the array with the central emitters responding more

quickly than the outer emitters.

The halftones of Figure 6.7 show the laser array turning on quite strongly with

all ten emitters visible in each of the two frames. This figure and subsequent figures

depict the near-field optical response to pulsed current at 2.0Ith. At 2.OIth, rather

than 1.5~h' the SDL laser exhibits behavior more closely related to that of the Xerox

laser at 1.5~h (compare with Figure 6.1). Similarities inelude the well defined
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Figure 6.6 Time evolution of the near-field pattern for SDL laser 0500
at 1.5Ith (beginning & end of pulse). Halftone (a) represents the
beginning, (b) the end.
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Figure 6.7 Time evolution of the near-field pattern for SDL laser C500
at 2.04h (beginning of pulse). Halftone (a) represents frame 10, (b) frame 20.
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switch-on of the array, the obvious spiking of the intensity and central emitters with

a stronger optical response. There are differences as well; with the SDL laser, the first

two emitters turn on after the other emitters and together with the third emitter

seem to operate more stably than the rest of the array. The intensity profile of these

three emitters has very gentle oscillations and is largely uniform after the initial

switch-on. The spiking observed in the remaining emitters of the array appears to be

quite periodic and strongly correlated from emitter to emitter across the array.

Between the emitters there is less overlap of adjacent optical intensities, with the

exception of the first three emitters, than seen with the Xerox laser.

The structure of the near-field optical response may be examined in another way

with the use of three-dimensional (3-D) graphics. The same intensity values used to

produce the halftone prints of Figure 6.7 are used to generate the 3-D image of Figure

6.8. The intensity scale is in arbitrary units and the time axis is again in units of

pixel number. The unlabeled axis defines the spatial dimension with the first emitters

on the right side of the plot. Compare the halftone image of the intensity (Figure

6.7) with the 3-D plot (Figure 6.8); note the position of the first two emitters initial

spikes to confirm the relative orientation of the two types of plots. The next three

figures are the first, second, and third parts, respectively, of the full 3-D image.

Intensity profiles of this complexity require either a larger format or segmentation

into multiple parts. With these 3-D images it is easier to develop an understanding

of the interaction between emitters since the relative height of the intensity profile

between emitters is a measure of the interaction or overlap of their optical fields.

Recall from the discussion of the halftones of Figure 6.7 that the first three emitters

appear to operate more stably than the others after the initial peak. Figures 6.10 and

6.11 demonstrate this observation quite well.
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Figure 6.8 Three dimensional plot of the intensity surface for the near-field

pattern of Figure 6.7a.
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Figure 6.9 An expanded view of the first third of the intensity surrace

of Figure 6.8.
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Another interesting observation to make is to evaluate the average intensity

profile of the entire array. This profile is determined by finding the average intensity

at each point in time, across all 256 pixels of intensity values. Figure 6.12 shows four

such average intensity profiles. Three of them are for consecutive frames in the data

set. There is significant pulse to pulse variation even in these average intensity

profiles.

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the intensity profiles of three of the frames depicted

in Figure 6.12 as well as an average intensity profile. This average intensity profile is

obtained by forming an average of the twenty intensity profiles of the data set. The

rapid spiking of the individual intensity profiles is absent in this average profile.

Only two relaxation oscillation peaks may be observed in this average profile com-

pared with three in Figure 6.5 (Xerox laser 3-C-2).

The following series of figures depict the near-field optical response to the mid-

dIe portion of the current pulse, again at 2.0Ith. In these figures and those for the

response to the end of the pulse, it is apparent that there is a problem with the

response of the streak camera system at the beginning of the streak trace for emitters

nine and ten. The intensity profiles of these emitters are weak at the beginning of

the streak trace. Figure 6.15 is a halftone image for this middle section of the pulse

response. Compare this figure with Figure 6.7 which gives two halftones for the

beginning of the pulse response. Throughout the 5.5 ns duration of this middle por-

tion of the pulse, the response is reasonably consistent. The same periodic spiking

observed in the later portion of Figure 6.7 is present here however, the extent of the

spiking is greater, spanning the entire array. The first emitter appears to be respond-

ing much more strongly than in the beginning of the pulse. The first three emitters

seem to be operating with more interaction among them as in the beginning of the
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Figure 6.14 Intensity profile versus time for frame 10 and the average
profile. (one pixel equals 22 ps.)
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Figure 6.15 Time evolution of the near-field pattern for SDL laser 0500
at 2.OIth (middle of pulse). .
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pulse.

This increased interaction among the first three emitters may also be seen in the

3-D plots of Figures 6.16 and 6.17. The first plot, Figure 6.16, is a full view of the

pulse response and the second is an expanded view of the first third of Figure 6.16.

The peaks of the first emitters seem to be slightly shifted in time from those of

emitters two and three which appear to be directly linked. These two emitters are

more directly correlated to the rest of the emitters in the array.

The intensity of the array as a whole is observed in Figure 6.18 where the aver-

age intensity for four different frames is shown. Even in the middle region of the

pulse response there is significant variation in the response from pulse to pulse.

Three consecutive frames are given as well as another frame further along in the data

set. Note the evolution of the pulse response in frames three through five; the rapid

spiking in frame three gradually develops into the broader, less frequent spikes of

frame five. The first third of frame ten is very similar to that of frame five however,

the rapid spiking seen in frame three returns for the remainder of the pulse response.

Compare these average intensity profiles for the middle section of the pulse

response, (Figure 6.18), to those for the beginning section (Figure 6.12). The spiking

observed in the beginning of the pulse seems to be randomly phased across the

emitters in the array since the average pulse response for each frame does not show

the rapid spiking. This is in contrast to what is observed in the middle of the pulse;

here, the rapid spiking remains when an average intensity across the emitters is

formed. This affect may be caused by an inability to correct for triggering instability

in streak traces initiated after the beginning of the pulse.

The intensity profiles of the individual frames for the middle of the pulse, (Fig-

ures 6.19, 6.20), are also very different from those for the beginning of the pulse



Figure 6.16 Three dimensional plot of the intensity surface for the near-field

pattern of Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.18 Average intensity of the array at the middle of the pulse.
(one pixel equals 22 ps.)
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Figure 6.19 Intensity versus time profile for frames 4 and 5.
(one pixel equals 22 ps.)
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Figure 6.20 Intensity versus time profile for frame 10 and the average
profile. (one pixel equals 22 ps.)
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(Figures 6.13, 6.14). For the response to the middle of the pulse there seems to be an

increase in the overall intensity with rapid spiking superimposed on it. Correlation of

the spikes across the array is also quite strong.

The optical response at the end of the current pulse is similar to that for the

middle of the pulse. Figure 6.21 is a halftone image of the near-field pattern at the

end of the pulse. The rapid spiking characteristic of the middle portion of the pulse,

(Figure 6.15), continues through to the end of the pulse. Correlation among the

emitters is also strong. Figures 6.22 and 6.23 are 3-D plots of the response to the end

of the pulse. A full view of the end of the pulse is given in Figure 6.22 and an

expanded view of the first third in Figure 6.23. These plots are very much like those

for the middle of the pulse, Figures 6.19 and 6.20.

The basic shape of the plots of the average intensity for individual frames, Fig-

ure 6.24, is similar to that for the middle of the pulse, Figure 6.18, however, the

characteristics of the spiking is somewhat different. At the end of the pulse the spik-

ing is less rapid and is broader. Figures 6.25 and 6.26 give the intensity profiles for

several different frames as well as an average profile for the data set. These are quite

similar to those for the middle portion of the pulse. Note that the average profiles

for both the response at the middle and at the end of the current pulse are not as reli-

able as those at the beginning of the current pulse since there is no means of compen-

sating for triggering instabilities in these latter portions of the pulse response.
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Figure 6.21 Time evolution of the near-field pattern for SDL laser 0500
at 2.OIth(end of pulse). .
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Figure 6.25 Intensity versus time profile for frames 4 and 5.
(one pixel equals 22 ps.)
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6.2 Discrete Fourier Transform and Correlation Results for the Near-field

Response

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and correlation results presented here

were calculated with the data on the near-field response of the SDL C500 array given

in the previous section, 6.1.2. Again, the DFT of each column in the intensity data

array is calculated. This corresponds to a DFT in the time domain since the columns

contain intensity information as a function of time for a single emitter. Both the

DFT and correlation calculations are discussed in detail in Section 5.5.3. A represen-

tative sampling of the results is included in this section with samples taken from each

of the three temporal positions within the pulse response. For the DFT results an

average DFT is compared with that of a single frame for each of the three temporal

positions. For the correlation results a comparison is made between the results for

the three temporal positions.

Figure 6.27 gives the DFT for the near-field response at the beginning of the

current pulse. The uppermost plot is the average response for the data set. The mid-

die plot is the DFT for frame ten in the set: compare this with the halftone image of

the intensity, Figure 6.7a. The final plot is the DFT for frame twenty of the data

set: compare this with the halftone of Figure 6.7b. There is a significant amount of

variation in the DFT from pulse to pulse for this beginning portion of the pulse

response.

Figure 6.28 gives the DFT for the near-field response to the middle portion of

the pulse. The uppermost plot is the average response for this data set. Compare

this average response with that of Figure 6.27 for the beginning of the pulse. There

are still two dominant frequencies represented but the spacing between them has
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Figure 6.27 Fourier transform of the near-field intensity for SDL laser 0500
at 2.01t,h(beginning of pulse). DFT results shown include: the average (a),
frame 10 (b), and frame 20 (c). (one pixel equals 0.19 GHz)
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increased considerably. In Figure 6.28a the two strongest frequencies are 3.5 GHz

and 5.0 GHz. The strongest frequencies represented in Figure 6.27a are 0.58 GHz and

1.4 GHz. The lower plot in Figure 6.28 is the DFT for frame five in the set. The

halftone of Figure 6.15 is the corresponding intensity image for frame five.

The near-field response to the end of the pulse is shown in Figure 6.29. The

average response is given in the uppermost plot. The first peak in the spectrum

(corresponding to a frequency of 0.58 GHz) is much stronger and sharper in this

figure, (6.29), than in either of the frames depicting the response to the beginning

(6.27) or the middle (6.28) of the pulse. For the end of the pulse, this component of

the spectrum clearly dominates. The difference between the average DFT and that of

frame five, ( the lower plot of Figure 6.29), is less significant than for other regions of

the pulse response. For comparison, Figure 6.21 is the halftone image of the near-

field response at the end of the pulse for frame five.

Figure 6.30 gives the correlation results for each of the three temporal portions

of the pulse response. The uppermost plot corresponds to the beginning of the pulse

response, the bottom plot to the end. There seems to be a decreasing amount of

periodicity to the correlation plots in going from the beginning to the end of the pulse

response. This is most likely due to the decrease in the strength of oscillations and

the trend toward stabilization in the response in going from the beginning to the end

of the pulse response.
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6.3 Near- and Far-field Optical Response for a Y-Guide Array

The near- and far-field optical response of a Y-guide array was observed and

recorded as described in Chapter 5. Streak camera data was taken for pulsed injec-

tion currents of 1.51t,hfrom zero bias current. A representative frame in the data set

is considered here to allow comparison between the near-field patterns of two different

array structures: the gain-guide and the Y-guide. A far-field pattern is included to

provide an example of the type of data it is possible to acquire with the streak cam-

era video frame-grab system in addition to the near-field patterns discussed previ-

ously.

Figure 6.31 is a halftone image of the near-field response to the beginning por-

tion of the current pulse. The behavior of the Y-guide differs significantly from that

of the gain-guides discussed in Section 6.1. The first four emitters of Figure 6.31

appear to be responding as a separate unit, indepe~dent of the remaining emitters.

The spiking observed in the intensity of these first four emitters is stronger and is less

frequent than that of the remaining emitters. It is as if the array is composed of two

independent units. Compare the halftone for the Y-guide (Figure 6.31) with those for

the gain-guides (Figures 6.1, 6.6, 6.7).

Figure 6.32 is a 3-D plot of Figure 6.31. The rapid spiking of one side of the

array (emitters 5-10) may be contrasted with the stronger less frequent spiking of the

first four emitters. Figure 6.33 is an expanded view of the first third of Figure 6.32.

The time evolution of the far-field pattern of the Y-guide is shown in the

halftone of Figure 6.34. The far-field studies, done here at OGC, on the Y-guide have

been described elsewhere23 in detail. Briefly, Figure 6.34 shows the time evolution of

the central far-field lobe and its faint secondary side lobes. The width of the central



Figure 6.31 Time evolution of the near-field pattern for a Y-guide at
1.5~h (beginning of pulse).
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lobe is approximately 2-3 0 23. From the figure it can be seen that a single-lobed far-

field pattern is established simultaneously with the start of laser emission. The time

scale of this figure is consistent with the near-field figures: each pixel represents 22

ps. A streak trace recorded at five times the temporal resolution of this trace reveals

that the far-field formation time is less than 20 ps23. which implies that the Y-guide

is locked in-phase in the same time interval. This is the shortest phase-locking time

measured to date.



Figure 6.34 Time evolution of the far-field pattern for a Y-guide at
1.5~h'
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A versatile and powerful streak camera video frame-grabber system for studying

the evolution of the near- and far-field radiation patterns of diode lasers has been

assembled and tested. Software needed to analyze and display the data acquired with

the streak camera video frame-grabber system has been written and the total package

used to record and perform preliminary analyses on the behavior of several gain-

guided array lasers. The experiments conducted to this end are described in detail in

Chapter 5. Examples of the information which can be gathered with this system are

presented in Chapter 6.

The figures of Chapter 6 reveal that there is a wealth of information to be

gained from streak camera analysis of the behavior of phase-locked arrays. There is

significant variation in the optical response from pulse to pulse for a given laser. The

characteristics of the near-field radiation patterns differ from one laser to the next,

even for two lasers of the same type. This difference is smaller, however, than that

observed between arrays of different design such as a gain-guided and a Y-guide.

The statistical programs make it possible to perform discrete Fourier

transforms, and auto- and cross-correlations on the individual intensity profiles of the

arrays. From this information it may be possible to determine the modal structure of

the array emission, i.e., the combination of super modes in which the array is operat-

ing. With information on the interplay of the supermodes in the array it is possible
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to predict the shape and evolution of the far-field pattern using the coupled-mode

theory. The evolution of the far-field pattern may be monitored directly with the

streak camera system thereby allowing a confirmation of the theoretical predictions.

It is hoped that the streak camera video frame-grabber system will contribute to the

understanding of the effects of variations in array design on the stability and the

structure of the near- and far-field patterns of the arrays.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix is a source listing of the Basic language program "transfer!".

This program will transfer and process an entire data set. The use of the program is

discussed in Chapter 5.
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1000 REM T~SFERl
1100 REM Se4DS 1 DIMe4SICNAL DATA SET
1200 REM TO MicrOVAX
1300 AS. CHRS (1)1 REM CONTROL A
1400 Ct. CHRt (13) 1 REM CARRIAGE RETURN
1'00 Dt. CHRS (4)1 REM CONTROL 0
1550 Qt. CHRS (81)1 REM SHIFT Q

1560 P$. CHRS (46)1 REM .

1600 TEXT 1 HOME 1 VTAB 5
1650 INPUT.' OF WINDOWSPER FRAME?,F
1700 JNPUT.' OF DATAPOINTS TO BE READ? · ,M

1800 DIH Xt(H)
1900 TEXT 1 HOME 1 VTAB 10
19S0 INPUT .TYPE IN THE INITIAL CHARACTER OF FILE PREFIX";Lt
1955 JNPUT .TYPE IN THE 3 CHARACTER OUTPUT FILE PREFIX",LLt
1960 FOR L · 1 TO 20
1961 JF (L . 6) THe4 eOSUB 60S0
1962 IF (L · 11) THe4 eOSUB 60S0
1963 JF (L . 16) THe4 eOSUB 60S0

1970 JF (L < 10) THEN G070 2000

1980 Nt . Lt + STRS (L)
1985 FRS. STRS (l)
1990 e070 2005
2000 Nt . Lt + STRS (0) + STRS (l)
2002 FRS. STRS (0) + STRS (l)
2005 REM NOWDETERMINETHE 'F'FILENAMES
2006 REM FOR THE FRAME-GRABBED IMAGE
2010 FOR K . 1 TO F
2020 JF (K ( ) 10)THEN e070 20S0
2030 fflS .Nt + P$ + STRS (K)
2040 6OT0 2100
20'0 fflS . Nt + P$ + STRS (0) + STRS (K)
2100 PRINTDtI"OPe4.,fflS,",D2"
2200 PRINT Dt,"READ",fflS
2300 FOR I . 1 TO H
2400 JNPUTXt(l)
2500 NEXT J
2600 PRJNT Dt,.CLOSE"lfflS
3200 80SUB 4900
3210 REM OPEN FJLE USING .d ~ HicrOVAX
3220 PRINT Dt,.PRI4"
3230 PRINT ..d ",fflS
3232 FOR J3 . 1 TO 500
3233 W · 666
3234 NEXT J3

3240 PRINT CHRS (97)1 REM .
3400 FOR J . 1 TO H
3500 PRJNT xt(J)
3600 FOR Jl . 1 TO 2
3700 U . 666
3800 NEXT Jl
3900 NEXTJ
4000 PRINT CHRS(46)1 REM
4005 PRJNT Ct
4010 PRJNT CHRS (119)1 REM M
401' PRINT Ct
4020 PRINT CHRS (113)1 REM q
4025 PRINT Ct
4070 PRINT Dt,"PRIO"
4600 eOSUB 4900
4650 NEXTK



4660 PRINT D$j"PR.4"
4670 PRINT "DATIN.SHELL ",Nt
4675 PRINTF
4680 PRINT Nt
4685 PRINT LL'

4687 PRINT "'",FRS,"'"
4690 PRINT DtI"PRIO"
4692 FOR J2 . 1 TO 10000
4693 V . "6
4694 NEXT J2
4695 NEXT L
4700 PRINT MI"RESET". REM RESET SSC SWITCH SELECTED ITEMS
4800 earo 6100

4900 PRINT DtI"PR.4"
SOOO PRINT M,"8S"
SIOO PRINT MI"OD", REM 8 DATA SITS 1 STOP
S200 PRINT MI"OP". REM NO PARITY
S300 PRINT M,"E E"
5400 PRINT Mj"O S"
5500 PRINT M,"" D"
5600 PRINT Mj"L D"
5700 PRINT Mitt
5900 PRINT Dt;"PRIO"
6000 RETURN
6050 PRINT "CHANGE TO NEXT DATA DISK"
6055 PRINT

6060 INPUT "TYPE 'R' WHe. READY TO TRANSFER THE NEXT 5 SETS OF DATA"IRS
6070 IF RS · "R" THe. RETURN
6100 TEXT , HII1E . VTAS5
6200 INPUT "DID YOU LOGOUT? (Y/N)"IZ'
6300 IF Z' · "Y" THe. Baro 6900
6400 TEXT, HII1E, VTAS 10
6500 PRINT "TYPE BYE (CR)"
6600 PRINT "THe. TYPE CONTROL A"
6700 PRINT "THe. TYPE Q (CR)"
6800 BOSUS 4900
6900 END
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APPENDIX B

This appendix is a source listing of the Fortran program "mkarray.wnd.trg.f".

This program forms the array files from the intensity data files of the individual

emitters and is run from within the data transfer routine "transfer 1" given in Appen-

dix A. The use of the program is discussed in Chapter 5.
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(;**********************************************************************

~ ...

C program mkarray.wnd.trg.f...this program opens and reads the trigger-
C ing data file 'xxx.trg.max'; extracts delay
C information for each frame and the total length
C allowed by the maximum delay for the data set.
C This provides the compensation necessary for the
C observed triggering Instability . The program then
C opens and reads the Individual emitter data files
C which comprise one frame grabbed image. These
C files are read Into an array, a(j,l) where I ranges
C from 1-m --the nth column in the array corresponds
C to the data file for the nth emitter. The array is
C normalized to 1 and is then written to a file of the
C form 'xxx.ar.nn' where nn is the frame number and

C xxx is the output file prefix given as input to this
C program (note:this prefix xxx is the same as that for
C the triggering data files xxx.trg and xxx.trg.max).
C
C $Header$
C

double precision a(234,10), anorm(234,1 0), junk(1 00,1 0)

integer m,i,lI,j,ldigit,rdlgit,top,length

character prefix*3,suffixl*1 ,suffixr*1 ,suffix*4,name*6,dot*1

character frame*2,outprefix*3, nameout*9
C read the number of emitters

print *, 'input number of emitterslwindows...'
read *, m

C read the data file prefix, output array file prefix and frame number
print *, 'input file prefix of data files...'
read * , prefix

print *, 'Input output array file prefix...'

read *, outprefix

print *, 'Input frame number of output array file (01--20)...'

print *, '---surround number with single quotes---'
read *, frame

C call the triggering data subroutine to handle the compensation for
C triggering Instability

call trigger(frame,outprefix,length,top)
C for each of the m data files calculate the filename,

C open the file and read the data into array aO,II),

C discarding the first points upto ('top'-2) by reading them Into

C array junkO,Ii) and the last points by not reading them
d010il=1,m

Idigit = ii/10

rdigit = II -10*ldigit

suffixl = char(ldigit +48)

suffixr = char(rdigit +48)
dot = '.'

name= prefix//dot//suffixl//suffixr

open(1,file=name)
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do 20 j= 1,top-2
read(1,800) junk(j,ii)

20 continue
do 30 j= 1,length + 2

read(1,800) a(j,ii)
30 continue

close(1)
10 continue
C normalize the array

call norm(a,length,m,anorm)
C calculate the filename for the array file

suffix = '.ar.'
name out = outprefixl/suffixllframe

C open the array fileand write the normalized
C array to It

open(1,file=nameout)
do 40 i=1,m

do 50 j= 1,length
wrlte(1,800)anorm(j,i)

50 continue
40 continue

close(1)
800 format(f8.4)

stop
end

C Subroutine normallze...thlssubroutine normalizes an array of,
C dimension up to (234,234). A search through
C the array determines the largest element,rmax,
C and then each element of the array Is divided
C by this value, rmax. Ifrmax is 0 no division
C is performed and a warning is writtento the
C screen that the array to be normalized is a
C zero array.

subroutine norm(rarray,n,m,rnorm)
double precision rarray(234,234), rmax, rnorm(234,234)
integer I,j

C set rmax to be the first element
rmax = rarray(1,1)

C search through the array comparing rmax to rarray(j,i)
C if rarray is bigger then Itbecomes rmax...

do 100 i=1,m
do 200 j=1,n

if(rarray(j,i).gt rmax) then
rmax = rarray(j,i)

end if
200 continue
100 continue
C if the array is a zero array then bypass the normalizationand
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C return
If(rmax.eq. 0) then

print*, 'rmax is 0'
return

end if
C now divide rarray(j,i) by rmax to normalize

do 300 i=1,m
do 400 j=1,n

rnorm(j,i)= rarray(j,i)/rmax
400 continue
300 continue

return
end

~*********.*********.*.*****..* *..*.***..*..*..*.................

C Subroutine trlgger...thls subroutine opens the triggering data file
C and reads the first line which contains the maximum

C value and then the line corresponding to the current
C frame being analyzed. This information is sent back
C to the main program so that an array can be formed
C which compensates for the triggering instability.

subroutine trigger(frame ,outprefix,length,top)
integer i,itop,itopp1,itopt,itopo,t(50),top,tmax,length
character frame*2,outprefix*3,suffixt*8,namet*11

C calculate the index 'itop' in 2 parts--the 10's digit 'itopt' and then
C the 1's digit 'itopo'
C the value of 'itop' corresponds to the number of the frame In the set
C knowingthis, the triggering Informationfor this frame can then be
C read fromthe appropriate row Inthe triggeringdata file

itopt = Ichar(frame(1:1»-(48-(lchar(frame(1:1»-48)*9)
itopo = ichar(frame(2:2»-48
itop = itopt + itopo

C calculate the triggering data filename--the one that has the maximum
C value of the triggeringdelay writtenas the first line in the file

suffixt= '.trg.max'
namet = outprefix//suffixt

C open the fileand read all of the data up to 'Itop'+ 1 --this includes
C the max value and the delay value for this frame

open(1,file=namet)
itopp1 = itop + 1
do 10 1=1,itopp1

read(1,900) t(l)
10 continue

close(1)
C 'top' contains the delay informationfor this frame
C 'tmax' contains the maximumdelay for the data set--all frames

top = t(itopp1)
tmax= t(1)

C calculate the maximumlength of the arrays for this data set
C note: there are 14 zeros writtento the end of all frame-grabbed
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C data files...these zeros are of no value and willbe removed
length = 256 -14 -tmax

900 format(13)
return
end

.
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APPENDIX C

This appendix is a source listing of the Fortran program "statc.crl.trg.F".

"statc.crl.trg.F" is the program developed to do the statistical analysis on the inten-

sity profiles in the form of array files. The use of the program is discussed in Chapter

5.
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C;******************************************************************

C Program statc.crl.trg.F
C ...this program opens and reads the 'nfile' array files
C of a given run (specified by the common 3 character
C fileprefix).The array files are of the form:
C Ixx.ar.## --where xx is the drive current
C withoutthe decimal pointand ## Is the frame # of the
C array file ). For each of the 'nflle' intensitydata
C files DFTs and correlations are calculated. These
C results are then averaged, as Is the Intensitydata.
C The resuh files are of the form:Ixx.ar.OO.aft,
C ixx.ar.OO.acr,and Ixx.ar.OOrespectively.
C The DFTand correlation of the average Intensitydata
C are calculated and wrhten to files of the form :
C ixx.ar.OO.dftand ixx.ar.OO.crl. The DFT and
C correlation results are wrhten to files for only the
C four array fileframe numbers: 05,10,15,20. These
C files are of the form: ixx.ar.05.dft; Ixx.ar.05.crl
C for example. These files are all compatiblewiththe
C graphics routine 'gr'. The Intensitydata files
C are not in a form in which all 10 emhters can be
C displayed simultaneously.The program 'prepare.plool'
C willput them in this form.The scripts 'splitplt2'
C and 'splitplt2.stal'withtheir associated awk scripts
C command files and parameter fileswillcontrol the
C graphic display of both the intensitydata and the
C resuh files. See the READMEfile in -!binfor more
C details.
C
C $Header: statc.crl.trg.F,v 1.7 87/03/03 12:42:27 kathh Exp $
C
#define MAXROWS 234 /* max nr. of pixels per emhter./
#define MAXROWS_2117/* MAXROWS/2(fordft routine) ./
#define MAXCOLS10 /* max nr. of emhters ./

double precision a(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),aa(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision ar(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),sumar(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision sumft(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),sumcrl(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision aravg(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),aaravg(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision ftavg(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),crlavg(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision ftres(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),ftavout(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision crlres(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),crlavout(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision sumone(MAXCOLS),oneavg(MAXCOLS)
double precision sUmfr(MAXROWS),avgfr(MAXROWS)
integer n,n2,m,i,ii,iii,index,j,jj,JJJ,jm1,nfile,ldigit,rdigit
character prefix.3.suffixl.1,suffixr.1,suffix.2,name.9 ,dot. 4
character suffixft.4,suffixcr. 4,nameaft.13.nameacr.13,prefixW7
character dotav. 4.nameav.g ,dotfr. 4,namefr.g

logical debug
debug = .false.
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C define the dimensions of the array--m denotes the number of emitters
print*, 'Inputnumber of emitters/wlndows...'
read *,m

C read the length of the filenofan Individualemitter
print *, 'input length of a column In array data file...'
read *,n
n2=(n+1)/2

C read the number of frames in the data set
print *, 'Inputnumber of frames in the data set...'
read *,nfile

C Initiallyset the sum arrays to 0
do 10 1=1,m

do 20 j=1,n
sumar(j,I)=O.OdO

20 continue
do 30 jj= 1,n2

sumft(jj,l) = O.OdO
30 continue

do 40 jjj=1,n
sumcrl(jjj,i)= O.OdO

40 continue
10 continue
C the number of files to be averaged is nfile
C read the filename prefixof the array files to be averaged

print *, 'input filepreflx--first3 characters of filename...'
read *,prefix

C calculate the filenames of each of the array files
do 100 ii= 1,nfile

Idigit= lil10
rdiglt = li-10*ldiglt
suffixl= char(ldigit+ 48)
suffixr= char(rdlgit + 48)
dot = '.ar.'
name = prefix//dotl/suffixl//suffixr

C open each of these array files and read the data Intoar(j,l)
C make two copies of ar(j,I)to be used for OFTand correlation analysis

open(4,file= name)
d0110i=1,m

do 120 j=1,n
read(4,850) ar(j,I)
a(j,l) = ar(j,l)
aa(j,i) = ar(j,l)

120 continue
110 continue

close(4)
C calculate the average intensityfor a frame
C first zero the sum array 'sumfr'

do 125 j=1,n
sumfr(j) = O.OdO

125 continue
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C form the sum

do 150 j=1,n
do 175 i=1,m

sumfr(j) = sumfr(j) + arO,I)
175 continue

avgfr(j) = sumfr(j)/m
150 continue
C calculate the filename for the average Intensity for a frame

dotfr = '.fr.'

namefr = preflxl/dotfr//sufflxl//suffixr
open(1,flle=namefr)
do 200 j=1,n

jm1 = j-1
wrlte(1,900) jm1, avgfr(j)

200 continue
close(1)

C calculate the average intensity for each emitter
do 3251=1,m

sumone(i) = O.OdO
325 continue

do 350 1=1,m
do 375 j=1,n

sumone(i) = sumone(i) + arO,I)
375 continue

oneavg(l) = sumone(i)/n
350 continue

C calculate the filename for the average Intensity of each emitter
dotav = '.av.'

nameav = prefix//dotav//suffixl//suffixr
open(1,file= nameav)
do 385 i=1,m

write(1,910) I, oneavg(l)
385 continue

close(1)
C calculate the DFT and correlation of each array file

call dft(a,n,m,name,ii,ftres)
call corrltn(aa,n,m,name,ii,crlres)

C determine the sum arrays of the intenslty,DFT and correlation
C results of the nfile array files

do 400 1=1,m
do 500 j=1,n

sumarO,I)=sumarO,i) + ar(j,I)
500 continue

do 525 jj= 1,n2
sumft(jj,i)=sumft(jj,i) + ftres(jj,i)

525 continue

do 550 jjj= 1,n
sumcrl(jjj,l) = sumcrl(jjj,i) + crlres(jjj,i)

550 continue
400 continue
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C next file...
100 continue
C normalize the sum arrays

call norm(sumar,n,m,aravg)
call norm(sumft,n2,m,ftavg)
call normcrl(sumcrl,n,m,crlavg)

C duplicate aravg(j,i) to be userd in determiningthe correlation
C of the average array file
C note: the DFT routine(NAG/c06eaf)returns the results in aravg(j,i)
C making it necessary to use another copy of aravg(j,i)for the
C correlation analysis

do 575 i=1,m
do 600 j=1,n

aaravg(j,i) = aravg(j,i)
600 continue
575 continue
C define the value of Iiand the average array filename

11=0
suffix= '00'
preflxft=name(1:7)
name= preflxftl/suffix

C calculate the name of the average array file
name= prefixl/dotllsuffix

C open this fileand write the normalized array to it
open(4, file=name)
do 650 i=1,m

do 700 j=1,n
write(4,850)aravg(j,i)

700 continue
650 continue

close(4)
C determine the DFT and correlation of the average array file

call dft(aravg,n,m,name,ii,ftavout)
call corrltn(aaravg,n,m,name,ii,crlavout)

C calculate the name of the average correlationfile
suffixcr = '.acr'
nameacr = namellsuffixcr

C open this fileand write the results to It, Incrementing
C the values in the nth column by (n-1)

open (3, file = nameacr)
do 710 i=1.m

do 720 j=1,n
im1 = i-1
crlavg(j,i)= crlavg(j,i)+ im1

720 continue
710 continue

do 730 i=1,m
do 740 j=1,(n/2 + 1)

jm1 = j-1
Iii= (nl2 + jm1)
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index = (-n/2 + jm1) - 1
write(3,900) index, crlavg(iiI,l)

740 continue
do 750 j= (n/2 + 2),n

jm1 = j-1
jj =(jm1 - n/2)
index = jj - 1

wrlte(3,900) index, crlavg(jj,i)
750 continue
730 continue

close (3)
C calculate the name of the average DFTfile

sufflxft= '.aft'
nameaft = name//suffixft

C open this fileand write the average DFT array to it
open(4, file=nameaft)
do 800 1=1,m

do 815 j=1,2
jm1 = j-1
im1 = i-1
wrlte(4,900)jm1, 0.0 + Im1

815 continue
do 825 j=3,n2

jm1 = j-1
im1 = i-1
ftavg(j,i)= ftavg(j,i)+ im1
write(4,900)jm1, ftavg(j,l)

825 continue
800 continue

close(4)
850 forrnat(f8.4)
900 format(14,f8.4)
910 format(i2,f8.4)

stop
end

c;****"*.*******************************.****.*.**.***.*.**********.****

C Subroutine dft...thissubroutine calculates the discrete fourier
C transform of each column In the array. This corresponds
C to a DFT In the time dornain since the columns contain
C intensityInformationas a functionof time for a single
C emitter. The data In the 2D array Is read a column at
C a time Intoa real 1D array required by the NAGroutine
C c06eaf. The originalsequence is a real sequence and
C consequently the DFTis a particular type of complex
C sequence, a Hermitiansequence withthe following
C properties: a(N-k)=a(k)
C b(N-k)=-b(k) , b(O)=O, b(N/2)=0 for N even
C where DFT{z(k)} = a(k) + ib(k) when z(k)=x(k) (z real).
C A Hermitiansequence of N complex values can then be
C uniquely specified by N independent realvalues.The NAG
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C routine c06eaf writes the real parts a(k) for 0<k<N/2In
C the first (N/2 + 1) components of array x. The non-zero
C imaginary components b(k) are written In reverse order
C to the remaining (N/2 - 1)componentsof arrayx.
C The results are normalized to one and read back

C Into an array file.
C

subroutine dft(f,n,m,name,ii,ftout)
double precision f(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS), rnorm(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
Integer i,lm1, Ifail, j, jm1, n2, nj ,kk, n,m
logical debug
double precision x(MAXROWS)
double precision r(MAXROWS_2), Im(MAXROWS_2),c(MAXROWS_2)
double precision arft(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),ftout(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
character name*9,suffix*4,namedft*13

C read the elements of each column of the array
C Into x, one at a time

do 500 kk = 1, m
d040j=1,n

x(j) = f(j,kk)
40 continue

Ifail = 0
C call the NAG routine that calculates the OFT
C of a real array x of length n

call c06eaf(x,n,lfail)
C real and Imaginary components are returned to
C x(j) see the above program description for the
C specific locations of the components r(j), Im(j)
C the first components are given by

r(1) = x(1)
im(1) = O.OdO
c(1)=r(1)*r(1)

C now determine the remaining OFT components
n2 = (n+1)/2
do 60 j=2,n2

nj = n -j + 2
r(j) = x(j)
im(j) = x(nj)

C find the modulus of the complex value of the OFT
c(j) = r(j)*r(j) + im(j)*im(j)

60 continue
C determine the last value If n is even

If (mod(n,2) .ne. 0) go to 80
r(n2 + 1) = x(n2 + 1)
im(n2 + 1) = O.OdO
c(n2 + 1) = r(n2 + 1)*r(n2 + 1) +im(n2 + 1)*im(n2 + 1)

C write the square of the OFT results to array, arft(j,kk)
C as each column is operated on

If (debug) print *, 'arft'
80 do 100 j=3,n2
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arft(j,kk) = c(j)
If (debug) print ., kk, j, arft(j,kk)

100 continue

e now repeat the process for the next column
500 continue
e normalize the OFT results stored in arft to one
e and return the normalized results in rnorm

call norm(arft,n2,m,ftout)
If ((ii .eq. 5) .or.
+ (Ii .eq. 10) .or.
+ (Ii .eq. 15) .or.
+ (II .eq. 20) .or.
+ (II .eq. 0» then

go to 550
end if
return

550 continue

e compute the filename for the results file

suffix = '.dft'
namedft = name//suffix

e open this file and write the normalized result array to It,
e Incrernentlng the values of the mth column by (rn-1)

open (2, file = namedft)
do 600 i = 1, m

do 650 j= 1,2
jm1 = j-1
im1 = i-1

wrlte(2,900) jm1, 0.0 + im1
650 continue

do 700 j = 3,n2
jm1 = j - 1

im1 = I - 1

rnorm(j,i) = ftout(j,l) + Im1
write(2,900) jm1, rnorm(j,i)

700 continue
600 continue

close (2)
900 format (i4,f8.4)

return
end

c;*...**.***.* ************************************************

e Subroutine corrltn...this subroutine determines the correlation of

e the first column of the array with each of the
e columns. Before this is calculated, the mean of
e each of the columns is determined and Is sub-

e trected off from the values. A copy of the first.
e column vector is needed since the NAG routine

e c06ekfwrites the resultarraybackintothe



c
c
c
c

first column vector and the correlation of this
column with all other columns is still to be
determined.

subroutine corrltn(cr,n,m,name,Ii,crlout)
double precision cr(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS), mean(MAXCOLS), sum(MAXCOLS)
Integer i,ii,ifaiJ,j,JJ,jm1,n,kk,index
double precision xa(MAXROWS),xxa(MAXROWS)
double precision ya(MAXROWS),yya(MAXROWS)
double precision crl(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS),crlout(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision crloutt(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
double precision denoml,denomr
character name*9,suffix*4,namecrl*13

C initialize the sum array to zero
C and then sum the column of the array

do 100 kk=1,m
sum(kk) = 0
do 150 j=1,n

sum(kk) = sum(kk) + cr(j,kk)
150 continue
C determine the mean

mean(kk) = sum(kk)/MAXROWS
100 continue
C subtract off the mean from the values of the array
C copy this array, xa, into xxa since c06ekf writes
C the correlation results back into xa

do 200 j=1,n
xa(j) = cr(j,5) - mean(5)
xxa(j) = xa(j)

200 continue
do 250 kk=1,m

do 300 j=1,n
xa(j) = xxa(j)
ya(j) = cr(j,kk) - mean(kk)
yya(j) = ya(j)

300 continue
ifall = 0

C call the NAG program that does correlations by
C giving the first argument of the call as 2 and
C then giving the two vectors to be compared and their length
C (the argument '2' directs the NAG routine c06ekf to do a
C correlation of the two vectors--a first argument of '1'
C would result in a fourier transform of the correlation)

call c06ekf(2,xa,ya,n,ifail)
C normalize this by dividing by the product of the sum of the squared
C intensities of each of the two emitters to the 1/2 power.

do 350 j=1,n
denoml = xxa(j)*xxa(j) + denoml
denomr = yya(j)*yya(j) + denomr
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350 continue
do 375 j=1,n

crl(j,kk)= xa(j)/dsqrt«denoml*denomr»
375 continue

denoml = 0
denomr = 0

250 continue

C normalize the results to one
call normcrl(crl,n,m,crlout)
If«Ii .eq. 5) .or.
+ (Ii.eq. 10) .or.
+ (II.eq. 15) .or.
+ (II.eq. 20) .or.
+ (II.eq. 0» then

go to 275
end if
return

275 continue
C compute the new filename for the result file

suffix = '.crl'
namecrl = name//suffix

C open this fileand write the results to it, Incrementing
C the values In the nth column by (n-1)

open (unit =3, file = namecrl, status ='new')
do 400 i=1,m

do 450 j=1,n
im1 = 1-1
crloutt(j,I)= crlout(j,i)+ Im1

450 continue
400 continue

do 500 i=1,m
do 600 j=1,(nl2 +1)

jm1 = j-1
il = (nl2 + jm1)
Index = (-nl2 + jm1) - 1
wrlte(3,900) Index,crloutt(lI,i)

600 continue
do 700 j=(nl2 + 2),n

jm1 = j-1
jj = (jm1 - n/2)
index = jj - 1

wrlte(3,900) Index,crloutt(jj,l)
700 continue
500 continue

close (3)
C increase to fB.4 since the correlation is often 1 and for
C the 10th column this means that jm1 and crlout(j,l)run together
C ploot Interprets this as a huge number...
900 format(i4,fB.4)
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return
end

c; **************************************************************

C Subroutine norm...this subroutine normalizes an array of
C dimension (n,m). A search through
C the array determines the largest element,rmax,
C and then each element of the array is divided
C by this value, rmax. If rmax is 0 no division
C Is performed and a warning is written to the
C screen that the array to be normalized Is a
C zero array.
C

subroutine norm(rarray,n,m,rnorm)
double precision rarray(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS), rmax
double precision rnorm(MAXROWS,MAXCOLS)
Integer i,j,m,n
logical debug

C set rmax to be the first element

rmax = rarray(1,1)
C search through the array comparing rmax to rarray(j,I)
C If rarray is bigger then it becomes rmax...

do 100 i=1,m
If (debug) print ., 'rarray'
do 200 j=1,n

If (debug) print., i, j, rarray(j,i)
If (rarray(j,i) .GT. rmax) then

rmax = rarray(j,I)
end If

200 continue
100 continue

C If the array is a zero array then bypass the normalization and
C return

If(rmax .eq. 0) then
print *, 'rmax Is O--check .dft,.aft,files,'
print *, '(one of these arrays is a zero array)'
return

end If

C now divide rarray(j,l) by rmax to normalize the array
do 300 1=1,m

do 400 j=1,n
rnorm(j,I) = rarray(j,i)/rmax

400 continue
300 continue

return
end

c****-********************************************-*******************

C Subroutine normcrLthis subroutine normalizes an array of
C dimension (n,m). A search through
C the array determines the largest element,rmax,
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C and then each element of the array is divided
C by this value, rmax. Ifrmax is 0 no division
C is performed and a warning is writtento the
C screen that the array to be normalized is a
C zero array.
C Note: this is a modificationof 'norm' designed
C to deal withcorrelation results which cover a
C range of -1 to 1. Firstthe resultsare normalized
C to one. One is added to the array to shift the
C range to 0 to 2. The array Is then renormallzed to
C one by dividingby 2.0dOand thus making the range
C 0 to 1 which allows the entire array to be plotted
C on the same graph.

subroutine normcrl(rarray,n,m,rnorm)
double precision rarray(MAXROWS,MAXCOlS),rmax
double precision rnorm(MAXROWS,MAXCOlS)
Integer i,j,n,m

C set rmax to be the first element
rmax = dabs(rarray(1,1»

C search through the array comparing rmax to ~array(j,i)1
C If~arraylls bigger then it becomes rmax...

do 100 i=1,m
do 200 j=1,n

if (dabs(rarray(j,i» .GT. rmax) then
rmax = dabs(rarray(j,i»

end if
200 continue
100 continue
C ifthe array is a zero array then bypass the normalizationand
C return

if(rmax .eq. 0) then
print -, 'rmax Is O--check.crt file,'
print -, '(the array Is a zero array)'
return

end if
C now divide rarray(j,l) by rmax to normalize the array
C and add 1.0dOto shift the range to 0 to 2

do 300 1=1,m
do 400 j=1,n

rnorm(j,i)= rarray(j,i)/rmax+ 1.0dO
400 continue
C divide by 2.0dOto renormallze to 1

do 500 j=1,n
rnorm(j,i)= rnorm(j,I)/2.0dO

500 continue
300 continue

return
end
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APPENDIX D

This appendix contains a source listing for a representative sample of the pro-

grams written to control the graphic display of the discrete Fourier transform and

correlation results. The main script is "splitplt2.stat" which controls all of the

required processes for both DFT and correlation plots. Supporting scripts and pro-

grams for the DFT plots are given here-- "splitplt2.dft.awk" and "cfile.dft.f". Similar

scripts and programs exist for the correlation plots. The use of these programs is dis-

'., cussed in Chapter 5.
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Mar 5 13:13 1988 sp1itp1t2.stat Page 1

II /bin/csh -fx
@ ;uffix1 - 0
@ ;uffixr - 0
se: suffix - "$suffix1$suffixr"
se: prefix - $1
@ , - $2
@ n - $3
@ ,file - $4
@ ,half - $n / 2
@ nnhalf - 0 - $nhalf
while ($suffix <- "$nfile")

if ($suffix -- "00") then
set dftfile - "$prefix.$suffix.aft"
(echo "$nhalf $dftfile" ; cat $dftfile) 1\

awk -f splitplt2.dft.awk
(echo "$dftfile" ; echo "$nhalf" ; echo "$m") 1\

cfile.dftl 9r $dftfile.* -p prms.dft
rm $dftfile. *
set crlfile - "$prefix.$suffix.acr"
(echo "$nhalf $crlfile" ; cat $crlfile) 1\

awk -f splitplt2.crl.awk
(echo "$crlfile" ; echo "$nhalf" ; echo "$mnhalf" ; echo "$m") 1\

cfile.crl I 9r $crlfile.* -p prms.crl
rm $crlfile. *

endif
set dftfile - "$prefix.$suffix.dft"

(echo "$nhalf $dftfile" i cat $dftfile) 1\
awk -f splitplt2.dft.awk

(echo "$dftfile" i echo "$nhalf" i echo "$m") 1\
cfile.dft I 9r $dftfile.* -p prms.dft

rm $dftfile.*
set crlfi1e - "$prefix.$suffix.crl"

(echo "$nhalf $crlfile" i cat $crlfile) 1\
awk -f splitplt2.crl.awk

(echo "$crlfile" i echo "$nhalf" ; echo "$mnhalf" i\
echo "$m") 1 cfile.crl I 9r $crlfile.*-p prms.crl

rm $crlfile. *
if ($suffixr -- 0) then

@ suffixr - 5
else

@ suffixr- 0
@ suffixl- $suffixl+ 1

endif
set suffix - "$suffixl$suffixr"
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Mar 5 13:43 1988 cfile.dft.f Page 1

C ?rogram cfile.dft.f
character frame*13, framenum*2,zero*2,type*3
read *, frame
read *, n2
read *, m
framenum - frame(8:9)
zero - char(48)//char(48)
type - frame(11:13)
print *, 'dwO'
print *, n2
print *, '0'
print *, m
if ( framenum .eq. zero ) then

if ( type .eq. "dft" ) then
print*, 'qdlhdiscrete fourier transform(**2) of avg.intensit

Cy-', frame
else

print*, 'qdlhaverage discrete fourier transform(squared)--',
C frame

endif
else

print*, 'qdlhdiscrete fourier transform(squared) --', frame
endif
print*, 'mhQ'
end

Mar 5 13:43 1988 splitplt2.dft.awk Page 1

BE3IN ( fcount - 1)
{
if (NR
if ($1

) else

-- 1) ( sentinel - $1 - 1 ; outfile - $2; next)
1- sentinel) {
a[$1] - $2
{
a[$1] - $2

for (i - 0; i <- sentinel; i++) (
print i, a[i] > outfile "." fcount

)
fcount++
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